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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There are two kinds of dispersive surface waves known as Rayleigh and Love 

waves. Rayleigh waves result from constructive interference between 

compressional waves {P) and shear waves (5) polarized vertically, and Love 

waves are a result of constructive interference of 5 waves polarized horizontally. 

This constructive interference occurs because a wave guide is formed by the free 

surface, the layered structure of the earth, and the increasing seismic velocity 

with increasing depth in the earth. Therefore, the velocity dispersion in both 

these types of surface waves is determined by the layer structure of the earth, 

and one can determine the structure by analyzing the velocity dispersion of the 

surface waves. 

Analysis of velocity dispersion in surface waves of periods from a few seconds 

to periods of several tens of seconds has been reported commonly in the 

literature, and much of our knowledge of earth structure has come from these 

studies. 

Haskell (1953) was probably the first to develop a method to both Rayleigh 

and Love waves. He gave their exotic dispersion function computations in a 
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matrix manipulation form for a multilayered model of both continental and 

oceanic structure. As a part of this thesis, his method has been examined for 

some earth models. Haskell's work did not allow computation of dispersion for 

very short period waves, because there was loss of significant digits and 

computer overflow with increasing value of wave frequency. Anas Abo-Zena 

(1979) and G.F.Panza (1985) made minor changes in Haskell's computation 

method, but the overflow problem always limited the ability to compute 

dispersion for very short period surface waves. 

Two diflferent computer programs were written according to the method 

given in Haskell's (1953) and Anas Abo-Zena's papers (1979) to compute the 

dispersion function of Rayleigh waves. Appendix A presents the computer 

program using Anas Abo-Zena's (1979) technique. Because, in the current 

literature, programs are available for the Haskell (1953) technique, the program 

written for his technique is not given in this thesis. The model structure selected 

by these two researchers is illustrated in figure 1.1., and the dispersion function 

computed by using Haskell's technique is given in figure 1.2. As can be seen, the 

frequency range is between 0 and 7 Hertz, and after this maximum frequency 

value the computation is limited by computer overflow and then computation 

becomes impossible. Although the computable maximum value of frequency of 7 

Hertz can be interpreted as sufficient enough to follow the spectrunn of 

dispersion function for this model, after about 1.17 Hertz the computation is 



' z 

\ -

a = 6.14 km/sec ^ 
d = 13.60 km p = 2.70 gm/cm^ 

(3 = 3.39 km/sec 
• 

a = 5.50 km/sec 
d = 11.85 km p = 2.70 gm/cm^ 

(3 = 3.18 km/sec 

a = 8.26 km/sec 
Infinite p = 3.00 gm,/cm^ 

13 = 4.65 km,/sec 

Figure 1.1: Continental model structure used by Haskell (1953) and Anas 
Abo-Zena (1979) to test their dispersion function computations. In this thesis 
they are computed and given in figure 1.2 and figure 1.3 separately. 



Frequency 
2.33 3.50 4.67 5.83 7.00 

Figure 1.2: Illustration of dispersion function for a model given in figure 1.1. 
Computer program used is based on theory presented in Haskell's paper (1953). 
Frequency range is 0-7 Hertz. Phase velocity range is 3.10-3.50 km/sec. 



affected by computer roundoff error and then understanding of velocity 

dispersion becomes impossible. The model structure in figure 1.1 consists of only 

three layers; however, running of the computer program of Haskell's technique 

on different models with increasing numbers of layers showed that the dispersion 

function computation is severely limited by increasing frequency and layer 

number. For example, if one picks a model with six layers of average thickness of 

about 15 km and runs the computer program of Haskell (1953), it is probable 

that the computation will be severely limited or prevented by both overflow and 

roundoff error. 

The computer program of the Anas Abo-Zena technique also was run on the 

model shown in figure 1.1, and the dispersion curves are presented in figure 1.3. 

The frequency range is between 0 and 10 Hertz. As can be seen, it is possible to 

observe the spectrum of velocity dispersion through the whole function. The 

computation is not affected by roundoff error, and the maximum frequency value 

is increased from 7 to 10 Hertz. However, the computation is still limited by 

overflow beyond the frequency of 10 Hertz. As mentioned above, the model 

consists of three layers. The limitation condition on frequency will also arise by 

increasing the number of layers, as is the case in Haskell's technique. Therefore, 

it is necessary to solve the overflow problem of the Anas Abo-Zena technique for 

higher and higher frequencies and also for increases in the number of layers. 

This situation is discussed later in the thesis. 



Frequency 
3.33 5.00 8.33 10.00 

Figure 1.3: Illustration of dispersion function for a model given in figure 1.1. Com
puter program used is based on theory presented in the paper of Anas Abo-Zena 
(1979). Frequency range is 0-10 Hertz. Phase velocity range is 3.10-3.50 km/sec. 
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Recent problems in understanding seismograms, particularly those of waves 

propagating primarily in the ocean, have indicated a need to study surface waves 

at higher frequencies and, in this thesis, the method described by Anas 

Abo-Zena (1979) was selected to obtain dispersion functions of Rayleigh waves. 

Mathematical equations, which were not fully derived by Anas Abo-Zena (1979), 

are derived without omitting important points. The Anas Abo-Zena 

computation technique does not allow for a liquid layer and is therefore valid for 

the continental model only, but in this thesis a separate computational method 

for the oceanic model is developed. It modifies the method according to the 

technique indicated in Haskell's paper (1953). 

Since Haskell (1953) presented a sufficient way to compute dispersion 

functions for Love waves, his equations are taken without significant changes, 

except to extend the frequency range of the computations to frequencies 

discussed in this thesis. 

This thesis will seek to explain PQ and So waves. These waves are high 

frequency (up to 20 Hertz) P and S waves which propagate only in ocean 

structure. The question considered is whether these waves can be explained in 

terms of very short period Rayleigh and Love waves. 



CHAPTER II 

CURRENT THEORY OF RAYLEIGH WAVES 

Haskell (1953) developed an exotic matrix formulation for computing 

Rayleigh wave velocity dispersion in a horizontally layered medium made up of n 

parallel, homogeneous, and perfectly elastic layers. His formulation of the 

boundary conditions was obtained in terms of matrix algebraic operations in 

which the velocity dispersion is computed in terms of phase velocity and 

frequency. However, the sequence of matrix computations at high frequencies 

involves both extremely large and extremely small numbers. The large numbers 

exceed computer ability, and the necessary roundoff of the small numbers makes 

the Haskell technique unable to compute phase velocity dispersion at high wave 

frequencies. 

Anas Abo-Zena (1979) used the same mathematical theory as Haskell (1953), 

but he developed the procedure so as to enable computation of velocity 

dispersion at high frequencies. In this thesis, the notation of Anas Abo-Zena 

(1979) is followed with changes and additions as required to permit actual 

computation. Sample calculations of velocity dispersion for simple earth models 

will be shown in order to illustrate the success of the technique developed. 

8 



2.1 Description of the Continental Model 

The multilayered model is made up of n solid layers. Isotropy, homogenity, 

and perfect elasticity are assumed within each layer. The propagation of 

compressional waves (P ) and the vertically polarized shear waves {SV) are 

assumed to be plane waves travelling in the positive x direction as shown in 

figure 2.1. Since Rayleigh waves are originated by constructive interference of P 

and SV waves in a layered medium, one needs to know both scalar and vectoral 

potentials in each layer as follows. 

2, ^ d^6 

v̂ ^ = ̂ Sr (2-2) 

where (j) and tj) are scalar and vectoral potentials, respectively. 

Within each layer, we consider a plane perpendicular to the z axis and a 

plane perpendicular to the x axis. Figure 2.2 illustrates the relationship between 

potentials and the normal and tangential stresses within these two planes. 

Because the solution is considered in two dimensions, there is no potential 

differentiation in the third or y direction. In the normal mode solutions in which 

potentials are a function of time, the z axis, and the x axis one can write the 

potentials as foUows. 
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m = 0 Free surface 

m = 1 

7 7 1 = 2 

771 = 3 

771 = 72 — 1 

n = 1 

71 = 2 

71 = 3 

n - 1 
71 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the model consisting of all solid layers where TTI is the 
boundary number and n the layer number. This model will be used in the com
putation of Rayleigh wave and Love wave dispersion in the continental structure. 
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of potentials and stresses occurring in each layer. On 
stresses, the first subscript shows the plane in which the stress lies; the second 
shows the direction of stress. 
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cf> = (^o(2)e'(P*-'=^) (2.3) 

iP = iPo{z)e'^^'-^'''> (2.4) 

where p is the angular velocity and k is the wave number. The exponential parts 

of equations (2.3) and (2.4) represent simple harmonic motion in the form of a 

rotating vector in a complex plane and (f>o{z) and il^oi^) explain potential along 

the z axis and we can write 

, fl d^ (2.5) 
^ ^ dx^ dz^ ^ ' 

, ft f± (2.6) 
^ ^ dx^ dz^ 

where 

ft 
dx^ 

= -cf>o{z)k'e'^P'-'''^ (2.7) 

f t ^ d^M^) i{pt-kx) (9 8) 
dz^ dz^ 

and 
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^ = -M^)k'e'^^*-'''> (2.9) 

f l ^ ^Vo(f)e^(pt-^x)^ (2.10) 
dz^ dz^ 

For the right-hand side of equations (2.1) and (2.2), we have 

^ = -M^)wh'^'--'"^ (2.11) 

and 

^ = - ^ , ( . y e ^ ( - ' - * " . (2.12) 

Substituting equations (2.7)-(2.12) into equations (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain 

£ M f ) = ^,{z)k'{l - c'/a') (2.13) 
dz^ 

and 

^ ! ^ = ^„(z)fc'(l - c 7 ^ ' ) (2.14) 

where p = kc. 
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The following forms are analytical solutions to equations (2.13) and (2.14). 

M^) = h cosh.{r^kz) -\- 62 sinh(r«A;2;) (2.15) 

i^oiz) = h cosh{ri3kz) + 64 sinh(r^A;2) (2.16) 

and equations (2.3) and (2.4) become 

(f> = [61 cosh(r,,A:z) + 62 sinh(ro^kz)]e^^'''-^''> (2.17) 

Tp = [63 cosh{ri3kz) + 64 sinh(r^Jk2)]e*(''*-*''\ (2.18) 

As is well-known, the stresses cr^z and r^z and the displacements u and w can 

be defined in terms of the potentials as follows. 

dcj) dip 
'^ = ^ - - ^ (2-19) 

ox oz 

v' = ^ + ^ (2.20) 
oz ox 

^zz = A V ' ^ + 2 M ^ + 2 / x ^ (2.21) 
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T. xz 

, d^6 d^ip dH 

By substituting equations (2.17) and (2.18) into equations (2.19)-(2.22) we 

have 

u = —ikbi cosh(rafc2:) — 1̂ 62 sinh(rc^A;z) 

—Tpkh^ sinYi^r^kz) — rpkb^ cosh(r^A;2) (2.23) 

w = Takbi sinh(raA;z) -|- rakb2 cosh(raA;2) 

—1̂ :63 cosh(r^fc2) — ikb^ sinh(r^A;2) (2.24) 

(^zz = pil - l)lc^c^bi cosh.{rakz) + ^(7 - l)A:̂ c^62 sinh(raA:2) 

—ir0k^2p,bz sinh(r^A;2) — iri^k'^2p.b^ cos\i[r0kz) (2.25) 

Txz = -ira2pp'^k'^bis\nh{rc,kz) - ira2pl3^k^b2 cos^r^kz) 

-p{j - l)A;'c'63 cosh(r^ib2) - p{j - l)A:2c'64 sinh(r^A:z) (2.26) 

or 
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iu/k = bi cosh{rakz) -\- 62 sinh(raib2) 

-ir^bz sinh(r^fc2) - ir^b^ cosh(r^fc2) (2.27) 

w/k = r^bi sinh(rafc2) + rj)2 cosh(rc,A;2) 

-163 cosh(r;3fcz) - 164 sinh(r^fc2) (2.28) 

(Tzz/k'^c^ = p{j - 1)61 cosh(raA;2) + p{j - 1)62 sinh(r^^ifcz) 

—ir/3pjbz sinh(r^A;2) - ir^p^b^ cosh.{rpkz) (2.29) 

iTj-z/k^c^ = Tapjbi sinh(raA;2) + rapjb2 cosh.{rakz) 

-ip{'y - 1)63 cosh(rpkz) - ip[^ - 1)64 sinh(r^A;2) (2.30) 

and we have expressions in equations (2.27)-(2.30) which do not contain the 

gz(pt-fcx) tej.j-Q Equations (2.27)-(2.30) can be written in the following matrix 

forms. 

[Wy = [iulk,wlk,(Tzzlk'c\ir^zlk't'] (2.31) 

[J9]^ = [61,62,-164,-^63] (2.32) 



and 
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[Um{z)] = 2 

,rakz 

r^e*--^^ 

r,Takz 

r^e'"'^^^ 

ikz r/se''^*^ r^e*" '̂ 

e'^ kz e"^ kz 

rakz /)(7-l)e''-*=^ /9(7 - l)e'"-*" r^P'je''^''' rpp-ye"-^ 

1 
2 

,—rafcz 

-r^e" ' ' " ' '^ 

, -rafcz 7̂ /3 e -r^fc2 •r^e 
-r^fcz 

T-aS 
—rakz -p-T^kz ,-r0kz 

(2.33) 

/7(7 - l)e-''<'*^ - />(7 - 1)6-'-°*=" T^p-^e-^^^' -r^p-ye -r^kz 

-Tc.P'ye-'"^' r ,P7e-^- '^ -/o(7 - 1)^-'"^*^ p(7 - Ije""' ' '^ 

where 

cosh(r«ib2) = (e''«*^ -f- e-^°*^)/2 (2.34) 

cosh(r^ifc2) = (e^^*^ + e-^^'=^)/2 (2.35) 

sinh(raA;2) = (e' — e •)/2 (2.36) 

sinh(rafcz) = (e'«''-e-"''')/2 (2.37) 



and an alternate form for [t^m(2)] is 

[Um{z)] = -

r^ /̂3 

/0(7 - 1) p[l -I) Tacpl Ta^p-f 

[ r^p-f r^^p-r p{l - 1) P(.l - 1) 

-.Takz 0 0 0 

0 e*"-̂ ^ 0 0 

0 0 e^^^' 0 

0 0 0 ,r̂ fcz 

1 

+ 2 

- 1 

— Tr 

T^ 

- 1 

•T^ 

p{j - 1) - /0(7 - 1) 7-aP7 -^o^Pl 

r 

g-r^fcz 

0 

0 

0 

0 

g-r„fcz 

0 

0 

0 

0 

e" 

0 

r^kz 

0 

0 

0 

^-rpkz 



At the surface of a layer 2 = 0, and the matrix [?7^(0)] is 
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[UmiO)] = 

0 

0 

r^ 

0 

0 

p{j -I) 0 r^p'j 0 

0 T-a/̂ T 0 /o(7 - 1) 

(2.39) 

To apply the boundary conditions for each layer in the model under 

consideration, we use the matrix forms for expression of stresses and 

displacements in equations (2.31)-(2.33). This gives 

[W] = [Um{z)]lB]. (2.40) 

If 2 = 0, it follows 

[Wl=o = [l^m(0)![Bl.=o (2.41) 

and when z = dm', it is 

[wu^ = [u,n{d,.mu^ (2.42) 
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Because 61, 62, 63, and 64 are constants within each layer, the vector [.Bĵ ^o is 

equivalent to [B]z=dm- I* follows 

[B]z=o = [Umm-'[W]z=o (2.43) 

and 

[BU^ = [U^{d,^)]-'[WU^ (2.44) 

or 

[WUa„ = [U„{d^)][U„{0)]-'[WUo. (2.45) 

For convenience, equation (2.45) can be written as 

[Wl=i„ = A^[WUo (2.46) 

where 

A„ = [U„{d^W„(0)]-\ (2.47) 
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Up to this point, the formulation being presented is equal to that of Haskell 

(1953), and, if computation of dispersion is at tempted using this form, overflow 

and roundoff error will result. However, fractionization of the matrix Am helps 

correct this problem. 

From equation (2.39) we can write 

[^^(0)]-^ 

7 0 

0 ilzll 

I 

p 

0 

0 

1 

Tap 

i2zll 0 

0 7 

- ^ 0 
TfiP 

0 - i 
p 

(2.48) 

and from equation (2.38) we fractionalize the matrix [Um{dm)] so that it can be 

written 

[Um{dm)] = -

0 0 

0 0 

p{l-l) p{l-l) 0 0 

7*a/>7 TcxPl 0 0 
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4 

2P 

2Q 

0 0 rp 

0 0 1 

^0 

0 0 r^pj rispj 

0 0 p{j-l) p{j-l) 

—r. 

0 0 

0 0 

/9(7-l) -p{j-l) 0 0 

•TctP^ TccpJ 0 0 

0 0 r^ - r ^ 

0 0 - 1 

0 0 rf3p^ —ff3p7 

0 0 -p{7-l) p ( 7 - l ) 

(2.49) 

where P = e''"*'̂ "̂  and Q = e""̂  ikdr 

Multiplication of the matrix for [^m(O)] ^ in equation (2.48) by the four-part 

matrix for [Umidm)] in equation (2.49) and substitution into equation (2.47) gives 
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P 
V.H. = -

a. 

0 0 

0 0 

^ ( 7 - 1 ) p{l-l) 0 0 

TccPl TccPl 0 0 

1 
2 

7 

0 

( 7 - 1 ) 
r0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

( 7 - 1 ) 
ra 

p 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 
rap 

0 

_ 1_ 

p 

(2.50) 

or 

V,H, = ^ 

7 
iizD 

ra7 - ( 7 - 1) 

K7-l)7 - ^ ^ 

1 
p 

La. 
P 

(7 

1 
J-aP 

_1 
P 

_ 1 ) Ilzil 
'' ra 

TcLpl' -p{j - 1)7 - r « 7 7 

(2.51) 

V3ir3 = jp 

- 1 

—r. 

0 0 

0 0 

K7-1) -/'(7-1) 0 0 

•Tex PI T<xPl 0 0 
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1 
2 

7 

0 

0 

0 

— 

0 

7 

( 7 - 1 ) 
'•a 

__1 
P 

0 

1 
rpp 

0 

0 

1 
^aP 

0 

P 

(2.52) 

or 

^̂ ^̂  = ip 

7 

- 7 - a 7 

^ 7 - 1)7 

-TcxPl^ 

( T - 1 ) 

- ( 7 -

P(7-1)2 
ra 

-p{l • 

1) 

- 1 ) 7 

_ 1 . 
p 

P 

- ( • 

Ta' 

raP 

p 

- 1 ) 
( 7 - 1 ) 

7 

(2.53) 

^ 3 ^ 3 = ^ 

2 

0 0 r^ 

0 0 1 

Tfi 

0 0 r^/77 r^/)7 

0 0 p ( 7 - l ) P ( 7 - l ) 

7 0 

0 ( 7 - 1 ) 

0 7 

0 

0 - ^ 
TaP 

^ 0 
rpp 

0 - i 

(2,54) 



or 
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Q 

- (7-1) /̂37 

7 

- P ( 7 - 1 ) 7 /̂3/?7^ 

1, 
p 

1 
r0p 

7 

P(7-l)7 ^ 

P 

•^/37 

• ( 7 - 1) 

(2.55) 

V.H. = ^ 

0 0 rp 

0 0 - 1 

0 0 r/3p7 

•rp 

•rppj 

0 0 - / 9 ( 7 - l ) p{l-^) 

1 

2 

7 0 

0 i2zll 

0 7 

p 

0 

1 

'•/9P 

0 

0 

1 
rap 

0 

_1 

(2.56) 

or 



VAH, = — 
1_ 

4(3 

- ( 7 - 1 ) •r^7 
I 

p 

"•0 7 j - ^ p 
1 
p 

-^(7-1)7 -rpp^^ 7 

p(7 - 1)7 (izD _ 

^/37 

(7 - 1 ) 
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(2.57) 

Summation of equations (2.51), (2.53), (2.55), and (2.57) gives 

4 — -• •m PV^H^ + -^^2^2 + QV ŝĴ a + ^ ^ 4 ^ 4 (2.58) 

This matrix is valid for each layer of a model of solid layers, in which 771 is the 

number of interfaces, and is to be called the layer matrix in this thesis. 

The model structure consists of 71 solid layers and thus of (71 — 1) interfaces. 

Therefore, we must produce the layer matrix Am (TI — 1) times. This can be 

done as follows. 

[W]^,^ = A,[W\o) (2.59) 

[^1(2) = A2[W\,) (2.60) 

or 
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[W ]̂(2) = A,A,lW]^o^ (2.61) 

and 

[W\,) = A^[W\-,^ (2.62) 

or 

[Vri(3) = A3A2Ai[t^](o). (2-63) 

Repeating this procedure (71 — 1) times gives 

W ( " - i ) = ' 4 ' ' - i - - - ^ iW(o) (2.64) 

and for the nth layer equation (2.40) becomes 

[B](„) = [a„(0)]- 'W(n-i) (2-65) 

or from equation (2.64) 

[B](„) = [t^„(0)]-'A„-i...A,[lVl(o). (2.66) 
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In the n th layer, the thickness <f„ is defined as infinite, therefore 61 = -6^ 

and 63^ = -64^. Obviously croo = 0 and Too = 0 at the free surface. Substitution 

of these conditions into equation (2.66) gives 

-61 

-163 

263 

= [ t ^n (0 ) ] -M„ . l . . .A i 

iu/k 

w/k 

0 

0 

(2.67) 

or 

bi 

-bi 

—ibz 

ibz 

= [i7n(0)]-^A„_i.. .Ai 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

iu/k 

w/k 

(2.68) 

Because computation of the dispersion function involves expressions of both 

phase velocity and frequency, we define a new matrix 
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J = [Un{0)]-'Ar,.^ . . . A, 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(2.69) 

where the matrix J is a function of phase velocity and frequency, that is to be 

used to obtain the dispersion function. The matrix J is 4 by 2 and equation 

(2.68) can be rewritten as 

bi 

-b, 

—ibz 

ibz 

Ju J 12 

J71 J'. 21 «'22 

•/ai «/: 31 •'32 

J41 Ji 41 «'42 

iu/k 

w/k 

(2.70) 

or 

61 = Jiiiu/k + Ji2w/k (2.71) 

—61 = J2\iu/k + J22w/k (2.72) 
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-ibz = Jziiu/k + Jz2'w/k (2.73) 

ibz = </4ii^/fc + J^2'^/k' (2.74) 

Equations (2.71)-(2.74) in matrix form is as follows. 

0 

0 

(^11 + ^21) (•/12 + / 22 ) 

(•/si + J^l) [Jz2 + '^42) 

iu/k 

w/k 
(2.75) 

and in addition, we have 

[15] = 
( J l l -|- J21) ( J12 + J22) 

( J 3 I + «/4l) («/32 + '^42) 

(2.76) 

The matrix [LS] in equation (2.76) describes the dispersion function which is 

equivalent to the matrix described by Haskell (1953) to be used in dispersion 

computations. The computer solution of equation (2.76) will result in overflow 

and roundoff error. Therefore, more sophisticated matrix manupulations are 

necessary, particularly for very short period waves. To alleviate the 

computational problems, the matrix [LS] is modified according to the following 

steps. First define K as 
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K = A „ _ i . . . A i (2.77) 

then according to equation (2.69) 

[N] = 

•^11 -^12 -^13 LC 14 

-^21 /^22 -^23 K24 

-^31 -1^32 -^33 ^34 

i^Al -^42 -^43 -^44 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

-^11 -^12 

ii'21 -ft'22 

-^31 -^32 

-^41 -̂ "42 

(2.78) 

The matrix [t7„(0)] [̂7V] can be written as 

[Ur.m-\N] = -

7 

0 

0 - i 0 
p 

_l2zll 0 ^ 

i r i i l 0 ^ 
'•/9 ''/3P 

J-aP 

0 

0 7 0 - i 
p J ( n ) 

Kii K12 

K21 K22 

Kz\ Kz2 

K^i K42 

(2.79) 

where the matrix [C n̂(O)] ^ consists of the parameters belonging to the n th layer. 

The matrix multiplication indicated in equation (2.79) applied to a matrix J 

will give the following result. 
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J = -

[jKu-lKzi) [lK,2-)Kz2) 

( - ^ i ^ 2 1 + ;t^i^4l) ( - ^ i ^ 2 2 + 7f;î 42) 

( - ^ i ^ u + ;^i^3i) ( - ^ i ^ i 2 + ;^i^32) 

(7X21 -^i^4l) (7î 22 - î̂ 42) 

(2.80) 

Jll = 7^11 - (17/̂ )̂ 31 (2.81) 

J12 = 7^12 - (1/P)^32 (2.82) 

/2I = -((7 - l)/^a)^21 + (l/raP)i^41 (2.83) 

J22 = -((7 - l)/^a)^22 + {l/rc.p)K,2 (2.84) 

/3I = -((7 - l)A^)^ll + (l/̂ /3P)î 31 
(2.85) 

J32 = -((7 - 1)A^)^12 + (1/̂ /3/0)̂ 32 (2.86) 

J41 = 7^21 - (l/p)/^4i 
(2.87) 
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J42 = 7^22 - (l/^)iir42- (2.88) 

Substitution of equations (2.81)-(2.88) into the matrix [LS] in equation (2.76) 

gives 

[LS] = -
7 ilzil _i 

7 — 1̂  
rpp 

1 
raP 

_l 
P 

-•(n) 

Ku /^12 

-f^21 -^22 

-K^31 ^ 3 2 

-f^41 -^42 

(2.89) 

or 

[LS] = 
EA 

EB 
[K] 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

(2.90) 

where 
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EA 

EB 

1 

2 

7 l lzD _ i _i_ 

^0 7 

1 
p 

1 

_1_ 
raP 

_ 1 . 
P 

(n) 

(2.91) 

Equation (2.90) can be transformed as 

[LS] = 

[EA][K] 

[EB][K] 

1 

0 

0 

0 
- " 

1 

0 

0 

0 

[EA][K] 

[EB][K] 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(2.92) 

The determinant of the matrix [LS] is the value of dispersion function of 

designated as D , then 



D = [EA][K] 

1 

0 

0 

0 

[EB][K] 

0 

1 

0 

0 

- [EAm 

0 

1 

0 

0 

[EB][K] 

1 

0 

0 

0 

35 

(2.93) 

or 

D = [EA][K] 

/r 1 
1 

0 

0 

\r 
[EB][K] 

0 

1 

0 

0 

— 

0 

1 

0 

0 

[EB][K] 

1 

0 

0 

. " ] > 

(2.94) 

If we define [C] = [EB][K], with some manipulations we can write 

D = [EA][K] 

/r ' 
1 

0 

0 

[r. 

C\2 — 

0 

1 

0 

0 

\ 

Cn 

/ 

(2.95) 
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D = [EA][K] 

C\2 

-Cu 

0 

0 

(2.96) 

where the vector 

Ci2 

0 

0 

can be transformed as 

Ci2 

- C u 

0 

0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

" 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• • " 

Cn 

Ci2 

Ci3 

Ci4 

(2.97) 
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Ci2 

- C n 

0 

0 

0 1 0 0 

• 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

[C\ (2.98) 

Using equation (2.98), one can express D as 

D = [EA][K] 

0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

[K]^[EB\- (2.99) 

since [C]^ = [KY[EB]'^. 

Success in actual computation using equation (2.99) is still limited by 

overflow and roundoff error. Therefore, it is necessary that the expression for 

dispersion function D in equation (2.99) be modified, particularly in computing 

dispersion in very short period waves. To modify it, we first write D in the form 
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D = 1 0 0 0 [KY {[EAY[EB] - [EBY[EA]] [K] 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(2.100) 

It follows that 

D"' = [KY{[EAY[EB] - [EBY[EA]] [K]. (2.101) 

The value of D in equation (2.100) is 

D = 1 0 0 0 [K]'^[EA]^[EB][K] 

1 0 0 0 [K]^[EB]^[EA][K] 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(2.102) 
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[E] = [K]^[EA]^[EB][K] (2.103) 

and 

[F] = [K]^[EB]^[EA][K] (2.104) 

then 

D = 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

Ell -^12 -^13 -^14 

E2I E22 -E'23 E 24 

Ezi Ez2 Ezz EzA 

EAI E42 -^43 E. 44 

Fii F12 Fiz F: 14 

i^21 -^22 ^ 2 3 -^24 

Fzi Fz2 Fzz F34 

F41 F42 i^43 i^44 
-I 

0 

1 

0 

L « J 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(2.105) 



or 
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D = E-to — F-['i. (2.106) 

This same procedure applied to equation (2.101) gives 

D* = 

Ell Eii2 Eiz Ei4 

E21 E22 -^23 -C'24 

-£'31 -^32 -£'33 -£'34 

-£'41 •£'42 -£'43 -£'44 

-£11 -£12 -£13 -£] 14 

-£21 -£22 -£23 -£24 

-£31 -£32 -£33 -£34 

-£41 £^42 £^43 -£44 

(2.107) 

or 

D* = 

Ell - Fu E12 - F12 Eiz - Fiz £̂ 14 - i^i4 

^21 - F21 E22 - F22 E2Z - F2Z ^24 - £̂ 24 

Ezi-Fzi Ez2-Fz2 Ez2-Fzz Ez^-F-34 

^ 4 1 - i^41 ^ 4 2 - £^42 -£^43 " £^43 ^ 4 4 - -£̂ 44 

(2.108) 
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from which the value of the dispersion function in expression D' is the 

intersection of the first row with the second column. Equation (2.101) is used in 

dispersion computations in this thesis. 

Recalling from equation (2.77) 

I\ — A.n—1 . . . Ai (2.109) 

and from equation (2.58) 

A — - PViHi + ^V2H2 + QVzHz + ^V^H^ (2.110) 

Equation (2.101) can be defined as follows. 

Ym = t_ 
16 

TrrT , nuTx/T , ± TjT^zT PH^Vi^ + ^H^V2'^ + QH^Vz^ + ^Hi V^ [̂ +il 

PViHi + ^V2H2 + QVzHz + ^V4£r4 (2.111) 

where 

r„H.i = [EAfiEB] - [EBflEA] (2.112) 
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Repeated application of equation (2.111) results with Yi in which the value of 

the dispersion function is to be selected as the intersection of the first row with 

the second column as indicated in equation (2.108). 

From hnear algebra we know that if M is antisymmetric, then C^MC is also 

antisymmetric, and we keep this in mind in the following manipulation of 

equation (2.111). The matrix multipHcations indicated in Ym show that 

1 6 r ^ = PQ 

P 

+^ 
P 

1 
PQ 

+ 

H^V.^Ym^iVzHz + HjV.^Ym+iViHi) 

H^V,^Ym^iV,H, + HlV.^'Ym^iViHi) 

H^V,^Ym+lV2H2 + H^V2^Ym+iVzHz) 

HlVlYm+lV2H2 + HjV,^Ym+iV,H,) 

HlV^Ym^iV^H, + HlV^Ym^iVzHz) 

H^V,^Ym^lV2H2 + ^2''^2''^m+lV:^i) 

+ P'H^V,^Ym+iViHi -h ^HjV,^Ym^iV2H2 

+ 

)2 TjTjrT 

+Q^HlV^Ym+iVzHz + -kHlVlYm^iV.H,. 
Q' 

(2.113) 

Since the matrix l ^ + i is antisymmetric and the expression H-; \\ Ym+iViHi is a 

matrix with zero elements, one can arrange equation (2.113) into the following 

final dispersion function form for Rayleigh waves in a model with solid layers by 

assigning zero values for the factors of P , Q , 1/P , and 1/Q 



i6r^ = m 
^TjrT Hi V,^ + Hi V'/ [Ym^i 

+ 

+ 

T^rT TirT Hi vv + Hi VI [r„+, 

• T i / T -Hi V- + H^Vl [r„^, 

+PQ \Hlv^ + HlV^\ [y„^, 

p TjrT Hi V,' + Hi VV [Y„^, 

P 
1 

HW + Hlvn [Y, m + 1 

[V2£r2 + V2H, 

[V\H, + VzH, 

[\2H2 + ^£^2] 

[VzHz + V3£r3] 

[V,H, + Fi£ri] 

T T / T 
^2' ^̂ 2' + Hi Vi [Ym^l] [V,H, + ^2^2 

43 

(2.114) 

where 771 is the number of interfaces. 

2.2 Description of the Oceanic Model 

In the oceanic model the uppermost layer is water and layers below are 

considered to be solid. All layers are horizontal and parallel, and homogenity, 

isotropy, and perfect elasticity exist in each layer. The mathematical notation 

used in the soHd model is also used for the oceanic model. 

Since the liquid (water) layer is not rigid, shear waves (5) do not propagate. 

Therefore, the expression for the dispersion function for Rayleigh waves 

developed in the continental model must be modified for computation of 

dispersion in the oceanic model. Derivation of this modification follows in this 

section. 
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For computation using the all-solid model we derive equation (2.47) for the 

layer matrix Am 

Am = [Um{dm)][Umm-' (2.115) 

and we showed in equation (2.58) that 

4 
PViHi + ^V2H2 + QVzHz + ^V,H, (2.116) 

We must now reproduce the matrix Am to include the liquid layer as shown in 

figure 2.3. 

The dispersion function of Rayleigh waves in the continental (all-solid) model 

is given in the previous section in equation (2.69) as follows. 

J = [Ur^iO)]-'Ar^.l . . . Ai 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(2.117) 

where it was shown that 
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771 = 0 

771 = 1 

m = 2 

771 = 3 

771 = n -- 1 

Free surface 

n = 1 

n = 2 

n = 3 

n - 1 

n 

liquid 

solid 

solid 

solid 

solid 

X 

Figure 2.3: Illustration of oceanic model where n is the layer number and 771 is 
the interference number. Changed from figure 2.1 to include the liquid layer on 
top of the model. 
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K = Ar,-i...Ai. (2.118) 

Now we need to rearrange the matrix K to include the liquid layer in the matrix 

Ai. 

We know that shear waves (5) do not propagate in the liquid layer, and if 

fi = 0 then /3 = 0, 7 = 0, and 63 and 64 = 0. If we define the displacements u and 

w and the stresses Czz and r^^, as we did in the all-solid model, because in the 

liquid /3 = 0, we can write 

u = -ikbi cosh{rakz) - 1̂ 62 sinh(raA;2) (2.119) 

w = r^kbi smh.{rakz) + ra,kb2 cosh(rafc2) (2.120) 

cTzz = -pk^cHi cosh(r^kz) - pe^b2 sinh(r«fc2) (2.121) 

r^z = 0 (2-122) 

or 

iu/k = 61 cosh(raA;2) -\- 62 sinh{rakz) (2.123) 
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w/k = r^bi sinh(rafc2) -|- ra62 cosh(raA;2) (2.124) 

(Tzz/k c = —pbi cosh(raA;2) — pb2 sinh(raA;2) (2.125) 

ir^z/k'c^ = 0 (2.126) 

Equations (2.123)-(2.126) can be put into matrix form as follows. 

m = 

iu/k 

w/k 

(Tzz/k'^c'' 

ir^Jk^c^ 

(2.127) 

[B] = 

bi 

b2 

-ibz 

—164 

(2.128) 

an( 
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[Um{z)] = 

cosh(raA;2) sinh(r£,A;2) 0 0 

rasinh(rafc2) raCosh(rafc2) 0 0 

-pcosh(r^kz) -psinh{r^kz) 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

(2.129) 

or 

[T^l = [Um{z)][B]. (2.130) 

We must define the matrices [Um{dm)] and [C7^(0)] ^ in order to obtain 

matrix Am in equation (2.115). If 2 = 0, then one has 

iu/k = 6i (2.131) 

w/k = rab2 (2.132) 

CTzz/k C = -pbi (2.133) 

ir^z/k'c' = 0 (2.134) 
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As shown, the constant 61 appears in both equations (2.131) and (2.133); 

therefore, the matrix [C^m(0)l~^ can not be immediately defined. Haskell (1953) 

suggested an effective way to resolve this double definition of 61. He explained 

tha t , in the liquid layer, it is not necessary to consider the displacement u at the 

free surface. Therefore, equations (2.131 )-(2.134) can be arranged into a matrix 

form as follows. 

bi 

62 

-163 

-164 

0 0 

•a 

0 0 

0 0 

- i 0 
p 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

iu/k 

w/k 

azz/k^'c^ 

ir^z/k^c^ 

(2.135) 

where 

[Umm-' = 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

ra 

0 

0 

- i 0 
p 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

(2.136) 
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since 

[B] = [Um{z)]-'[W] (2.137) 

or 

[B] = [Umm-'[w] (2.138) 

for 2 = 0. 

The next step in developing the matrix Am in the liquid one is to define the 

matrix [Um{dm)]- If -̂  = dm, then we have 

[Um{dm)] = 

cosh.{rakdm) sinh.(rakdm) 0 0 

rccsinh.{rakdm) raCOsh{rakdm) 0 0 

-pcos]i{rakdm) -psmh{rakdm) 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

(2.139) 

or 
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Um{dm)] = 

2 

^rakdjn _^ — Taf^^^m 
0 0 

gVakdm j.g—'•a*<tTa 

°= 2 r^^ T= 0 0 

•"a k'̂ Tn j . g —'"a'''tm 

7>^^ T 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

(2.140) 

where 

cosh.{ra,kdm) = (e rafcdm I p~rakdjn )/2 (2.141) 

and 

sinh(r,ifc(i^) = (e"-*''™ - e-''°*''-)/2 (2.142) 

and since P = e' .fcdr 

[C/m(rfm)] = -T 

1 0 0 

T-a ^a 0 0 

- p -/o 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

^ 2P 

1 - 1 0 0 

-r„ -Tr 0 0 

- y o /o 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

(2.143) 
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Because we have 

Am = [Um{dm)][Umm -1 (2.144) 

one can write the matrix Am in factorized form using equations (2.136) and 

(2.143) as follows. 

•^m. — "•TJl 

2P 

1 1 0 0 

r^ r^ 0 0 

•p -p 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

1 - 1 0 0 

-r„ r„ 0 0 

-p p 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 

0 i 
ra 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

~a 

0 0 

0 0 

-'- 0 
p 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

- i 0 
p 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

(2.145) 

or 



Am = -"•m 

0 

0 

0 

0 

J_ 
ra 

1 

ra 

0 

__! 

p 

_ 2 J a . 
P 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 
"̂  2P 

0 

0 

0 

0 

_J^ 
ra 

1 

ra 

0 

- i 0 
p 

la 0 
P 

1 0 

0 0 

53 

(2.146) 

We can define 

Am- ^ PViHi -h -V2H2 (2.147) 

where 

0 ^ 

ViHi = 

- i 0 
p 

0 1 - ^ 0 

0 — 2 - 1 0 

0 0 0 0 
J 

(2.148) 

and 
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V2H2 = 

0 - ^ - ^ 0 
ra P 

0 1 ^ 0 
p 

0 - ^ 1 0 

0 0 0 0 

(2.149) 

Recalling from equation (2.69) 

/ = [C^n(0)l- 'A„_i... .4i 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

(2.150) 

and as before equation (77) 

K = A n - i - . - A i . 
(2.151) 

Substituting equation (2.146) into equation (2.151), we have 



K = 

0 Ki2 Kiz 0 

0 £^22 I^2Z 0 

0 -̂ ^32 -K̂ 33 0 

0 £^42 £^43 0 
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(2.152) 

However, the matrix J shows that 

0 Ki2 Kiz 0 

0 £^22 -^23 0 

0 .fC32 ^ 3 3 0 

0 £^42 £^43 0 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 £Ci2 

0 ii:22 

0 £^32 

0 i^42 

(2.153) 

and the multiplication of [^^^(O)]-' by equation (2.153) gives 

Uii Ui2 Uiz Ui^ 

U21 U22 U2Z U2A 

Uzi Uz2 U^ U; 34 

C/41 ?742 C^43 U44 

0 K 12 

0 K 22 

0 K 32 

0 K 
J(n) 

42 

0 

0 

0 

0 

" 

J12 

J22 

J32 

J42 

(2.154) 



Since O-QQ = 0, TQQ = 0, 61^ = - 6 2 ^ , and 63^ = -64™, one has t ha t 
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• " 

bi 

-bi 

-ibz 

ibz 
in) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

J 12 

J22 

J32 

J42 

iu/k 

w/k 
-J(o) 

(2.155) 

because as shown in the previous section in equation (2.66) 

[B]^r^) = [Ur.m-'Ar,.i...Ai[W]^0) (2.156) 

from which we have 

61 = J12W /k (2.157) 

— 61 = J22w/k (2.158) 

-263 = Jz2'w/k (2.159) 

^63 = J^2'^/k (2.160) 
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and 

61 - 61 = Ji2w/k -H J22w/k (2.161) 

-163 -\- ibz = J32'w/k -f J42w/k (2.162) 

or 

0 = iJi2 + J22)w/k (2.163) 

0 = (J32 + JA2)w/k. (2.164) 

Either equation (2.163) or (2.164) can be used to compute the dispersion 

function. As a part of this thesis, computer programs were written using both 

equations (2.163) and (2.164), and computation gave the same dispersion 

function for both. 

In this thesis, computations of dispersion were done using equation (2.163). 

Therefore, the development of the expression for the dispersion function using 

equation (2.163) follows. 



In equation (2.163), define the matrix [LS] as follows. 
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[LS] = [{Ji2 + J22)Y (2.165) 

From definitions of the matrix J , one can write that 

[u.m - 1 

0 Ki2 

0 £^22 

0 Kz2 

0 £^42 

0 (7i^i2 - ^£i:32) 

0 (-i^i^22 + ;̂ î 42) 

0 ( - ^ £ ^ i 2 + ;^£^32) 
r0 r0P 

0 (7£i:22 - iii:42) 

(2.166) 

in which, as defined before. 

[umr = 

7 

0 

( 7 - 1 ) 

0 

0 

( 7 - 1 ) 
ra 

0 

7 

_ 1 , 
p 

0 

1 
rpp 

0 

0 

1 
raP 

0 

_ 1 . 
p 

(n) 

(2.167) 

Since equation (2.166) defines the matrix J , we have 
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J l l — J21 — J31 — J41 — 0 (2.168) 

J12 = 7£^12 - (1/P)£^32 (2.169) 

J22 = - ( ( 7 - l)/T-a)£^22 + {l/rc,p)Ku (2.170) 

J32 = - ( ( 7 - l)/r-/3)£^i2 + {l/r0P)K32 
(2.171) 

•£42 = 7£^22 - (1/P)£<^42. 
(2.172) 

Substituting equations (2.169) and (2.170) into equation (2.165), one has 

[LS] = 1̂ ^ (nI)i,,, + J-î 42 7X12 £^32 — 
p T TccP 

(2.173) 

or 

0 

[LS] = [EA][K] 
1 

0 

(2.174) 

0 
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where 

[EA] = 7 .(mi) _ i ^ 
ra P raP 

(2.175) 
(n) 

If the dispersion function is D for the model including the liquid layer 

0 

D = [EA][K] 
1 

0 

0 

(2.176) 



CHAPTER III 

CURRENT THEORY OF LOVE WAVES 

The second type of dispersive surface waves is known as Love waves. Haskell 

(1953) also developed a rather exotic matrix formulation to compute velocity 

dispersion of Love waves in a model structure formed of n parallel and horizontal 

layers. Homogenity, isotropy, and perfect elasticity characterize in each layer. 

In order to provide a standard notation system for both Rayleigh and Love 

wave dispersion function derivations, it is necessary to modify the notation given 

in Haskell's paper and, instead, use the notation utilized in the previous chapter. 

Haskell (1953) did not provide all detailed steps for his computations, but the 

mathematical manipulations will be given in this thesis without the omission of 

important points. 

3.1 Description of the Continental Model 

The model structure consists of n parallel and horizontal layers as shown in 

figure 2.1. All layers are considered to be sohd. Actually, Love waves are a result 

of constructive interference in horizontally polarized shear waves {SH). 
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Let us start with the definition of the displacement v and transverse shear 

stress Yz. In the normal mode solution, we can write for the displacement v and 

the transverse shear stress Y, as follows. 

V = e'^^'-'^'^bie-''"''^'' + b2e''^^''] (3.1) 

and also 

dz 

where the 6i and 62 are constants, and 

dv ^ = e^P'-'^^^-ikribie-''^^^' + ikr0'b2e''^^'^]. (3-3) 
dz 

Substitution of equation (3.3) into equation (3.2) gives 

Yz = iifcr^>e^(^*-^')[-6ie-^^^^'^ + 62e^^^^*1. (3-4) 

For the convenience of the following manupulations, we can define 

dv 
V = —-

dt 

(3.5) 
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and therefore. 

v/c = zfce*(P*-*")[6ie-**''̂ '̂  + 626**"̂ '̂ ] (3.6) 

where p = kc. 

If we eliminate the term ê ^̂ *"*̂ ) from equations (3.4) and (3.6), we can write 

r / c = iA:[6ie-^*'-^^-F62e** '̂̂ ^] (3.7) 

and 

Yz = ikriii[-bie-'''^^ ' + 626**̂ '̂  ']. (3.8) 

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) can be arranged into matrix forms as follows. 

[Jrf = [i/c, r,] (3.9) 

[Bf = [61,62] (3.10) 

and 



[t^m(z)l = 

-ikra*; ike-'"^^ ike'''''^'' 

-ikrfp.e-'^''^ ^ ikrfp,e^^^*^ 
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(3.11) 

or 

[T^l = [Um[z)][B]. (3.12) 

Application of boundary conditions to both the transverse component of 

displacement and transverse shearing stress at 2 = 0 and 2 = (i^ in each layer 

foUows. 

When 2 = 0, which is the top of any layer, we have 

{Un.m = 
ik ik 

—ikr^'fi ikr^'^p. 

(3.13) 

and when 2 = (frn? it is 

[Um(dm)] = 
-ikrp'p^e-^''^^''^- ikrp'fie"''^'''^ 

(3.14) 
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If we write equations (3.13) and (3.14) in terms of equation (3.12), we have 

[TV]„o = [U^m[BUo (3.15) 

and 

[Wl^,„ = lUUdm)][BU^„. (3.16) 

Since [B]j=o is equivalent to [Bj^^j^ in each layer, we can arrange equation 

(3.15) and (3.16) as follows. 

[Wl^^ = [UU<L)]lU..m-'[Wl=o (3.17) 

and if we define Am as 

A„ = [u^id^w^m -I (3.18) 

equation (3.17) becomes 

[Wl^,„ = Ar^[Wl=o- (̂ -̂ ^̂  
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In order to obtain a matrix definition of equation (3.18), we do the following 

manipulations. 

Since the inversion matrix of the matrix [Um(0)] in equation (3.13) is 

mo)r = 5̂  
1 

1 

r^'ti 

1 
' • / 3 'M 

(3.20) 

the multiplication of [Um{dm)] by [Um{0)] ^ is the matrix defined as Am in 

equation (3.18) becomes 

A -'-
V / \ rff'fi r^'n ' 

(3.21) 

and Qm = kr^'dm- The modification of Am is 

"•T-m — 

COS Qm' i—T- sin (3, 

ir^'fi sin Qm' cos Qm' 

(3.22) 
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Because the model structure is made up of n layers, we need to produce the 

matrix Am (^ — 1) times and apply the boundary conditions to each layer until 

771 = n — 1. 

Using equation (3.19), we have 

[W]^^) = A^[W]^o^ (3.23) 

[Wh) = A,[W\,^ (3.24) 

or 

[W]^2) = A2Ai[W]^o) (3-2^) 

and therefore, ( n - 1 ) times appHcation gives 

[W]^r.-i) = An-i. • • Ai[W]^oy (^-2^^ 

In the n th layer, in which the foUowing condition can be written 

[^](n) = [f^n(0)l-MW](n-l) ^^'^^^ 

substitution of equation (3.26) into equation (3.27) gives 
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[B]ir^)=[Ur.m-'Ar..l...Ai[W] (0) (3.28) 

where 

[Ur.m-' = 
2ik 

1 

1 1 
r^'tJ. 

(3.29) 

(n) 

which consists of n th layer parameters. 

Since there is no transverse shear stress at the free surface, {Yz)(o) = 0 and 

n th layer is defined as infinite, 62^ = 0. Substitution of these two conditions into 

equation (3.28) gives 
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0 

= [t^„(0)]-^A„_i.. .Ai 

-•(n) 

v/c 

0 

(3.30) 

(0) 

The following definitions are necessary. 

/v =̂ Afi—i • • • -4.1 (3.31) 
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and 

J = [Ur^m-'A^.l . . . Ai (3.32) 

where the matrix J is 2 by 2. Using equations (3.30) and (3.32), we can write 

6i 

0 
(n) 

J l l J i2 

J21 J22 

v/c 

0 

(3.33) 

-J(o) 

or 

bu = «£ii(^/c)(o) (3.34) 

0 = J2i(v/c)(o)- (3.35) 

use 

Since the matrix J is a function of phase velocity and frequency, it is to be 

d to obtain the expression of dispersion function. The following 

manipulations are necessary to define the elements of the matrix J . 



From equation (3.32), we can write 
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[^"("^l l ^ ' = 2i]b 
1 

1 1 
rp'fi _ (n) 

-ftTii £fi2 

£^21 -̂ "22 

(3.36) 

or 

[Ur.m-'[K] = -
2ik 

{Kii - :;:^K2i) (-ftTu - ;j7^£^22) 

(£̂ "11 + ; ;v-^2i ) (£^12 + ; j v ^ 2 2 ) 

(3.37) 

then the elements of the matrix J are as follows. 

J n = l/2zfe(iCn - ( l A ^ » £ ^ 2 i ) (3.38) 

J12 = l/2ifc(£ri2 - ( l / r ^ » i ^ 2 2 ) (3.39) 

J21 = l/2ik{Kii + {l/T0'p,)K2i) (3.40) 

J22 = l/2ifc(£^i2 4- (l/r/3»£^22). (3.41) 
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Equation (3.35) can be used to obtain a final definition of velocity disp( 
>ersion. 

Therefore, substitution of equation (3.40) into equation (3.35) gives 

0 = {l/2ik)[Kii + ( l / r^»£^2i ) (^ /c) (o) (3.42) 

and if we designate the dispersion function as D 

D = Kii + {l/rp'fi)K2i (3.43) 

where r^" and fi are parameters belonging to n th layer. 

3.2 Description of the Oceanic Model 

The model structure considered is given in figure 2.3 of chapter 2. The water 

layer is located on the top of the model, and the lower layers are considered to 

be solid. The definition of the dispersion function for the continental model for 

Love waves obtained in equation (3.43) is also valid for this model. However, for 

the existence of the water layer, the following explanations are necessary to 

compute the actual dispersion function. First of all we need to consider the 

characteristics of the displacement v and the transverse shear stress } - in the 

water layer. As we know, rotational waves do not propagate in the liquid 

because of zero rigidity. Therefore, the following definitions can be made. 



V = 0 
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(3.44) 

Yz = 0. (3.45) 

Following the same procedure as done in the previous section, we can write 

Ai = 
0 0 

0 0 

(3.46) 

for the layer matrix Ai from equation (3.22) designated for the water layer 

where m = 1. 

As we know, the matrix J in equation (3.33) is used to obtain the expression 

of the dispersion function. If we substitute equation (3.46) into equation (3.33), 

we have 

J = 
0 0 

0 0 

(3.47) 

Therefore, the expression D in equation (3.43) becomes 
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£̂  - 0 (3.48) 

which means there is no velocity dispersion phenomenon on the free surface of 

the water layer in terms of dispersive Love waves. On the other hand, it is 

possible to calculate a Love wave dispersion function on the bottom of the ocean 

layer. This can be done by applying the dispersion definition in the previous 

section to the rest of underlying soHd layers, omitting the water layer. A sample 

calculation for a model in figure 4.8 (page 90) is given in figure 4.9 (page 91) in 

the following chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Two models were selected to demonstrate sample dispersion function 

calculations. One is the continental model taken from Keller's dissertation 

(1973), and the other is the oceanic model taken from Shih's thesis (1985). 

In previous chapters theoretical dispersion expressions for both Rayleigh and 

Love waves in both continental and oceanic models were presented. From them, 

three computer programs were written and are given in appendices A, B, and C, 

respectively. 

Generally, propagation of elastic waves through the layered medium has been 

solved in terms of normal mode solutions. A frequency range is associated with 

each mode, and propagation occurs because of multiple reflections from each 

interface. Propagation results from constructively interfering elastic waves. The 

phase velocity varies because the wavefronts of the multiple reflections in each 

layer have a range of incidence angles and a range of phase velocities. 

Constructive interference occurs when phase velocity in different layers is the 

same. 
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The analog instruments, generally used in recording earthquake seismograms, 

actually record motion of the free surface. Therefore, the dispersion function 

derivations are computed to reflect the total effects of the elastic waves in a 

multilayered medium at this free surface. It is the top of sediments in the 

continental model, and the top of the water layer in the oceanic model, except 

for Love waves in the oceanic model in which the water is not considered, as 

explained earlier. 

The sample dispersion calculations were done on a computer called " Digital 

Equipment Corporation, VAX 8650 " with G-float. The range of phase velocity 

and frequency to be computed is selected so that the dispersion spectrum for all 

modes is computed. In all figures showing dispersion function the curves are 

depicted as white and dark areas. The boundary between the white and dark 

represents the dispersion for one mode, each being designated by an increasing 

number. 

Dispersion function calculations for a model show that there are a group of 

phase velocity curves for the designated frequency range. Each curve represents 

a mode showing that velocity dispersion can be computed in terms of modes. 

However, because a typical seismograph station records seismic waves only 

within a limited frequency band, we commonly see only the fundamental and 

perhaps the first two higher modes on seismograms. In other words, we can 

calculate all possible velocity dispersion curves, but we do not see all on a real 
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seismogram because of the limited range of current instrumentation. Sample 

calculations for Rayleigh and Love wave dispersions follow. 

4.1 Rayleigh Waves 

The first sample calculation was for the continental structure given in figure 

4.1. This model and the others in this thesis are defined as a layered half-space 

in which the deepest layer has an infinite thickness. Figure 4.2 shows the 

dispersion function for the continental model obtained by running the program 

shown in appendix A. 

Attempts to calculate figure 4.2 using the technique in Anas Abo-Zena's 

paper (1979) give overflow at the frequency of about 2.13 Hertz. Therefore, 

modification is required to extend the frequency range out to 16 Hertz. 

Recalling from equation (2.114), we can see that Anas Abo-Zena (1979) was 

able to ehminate the factors of P ^ (3^ l / P ^ and l /Q^ from the calculation that 

cause the computer overflow and have roundoff error. However, if we increase 

the number of layers, the computation still suffers from an overflow problem. If 

the number of layers is increased, the frequency range through which 

computation is possible is decreased. This problem arises from the multiplication 

of the parameters P and Q as can be seen from equation (2.114) (fourth line). 

As we know, P and Q are defined as P = ê '̂ '̂ '̂  and Q = e'-̂ '̂ '̂ . The increasing 

values of frequency and the number of layers make the parameters P and Q and 
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Figure 4.1: Continental model structure for Rayleigh waves. Taken from Keller 

(1973). 
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Figure 4.2: Dispersion function of the model given in figure 4.1. The frequency 
range is 0-16 Hertz, and the phase velocity range is 1.00-4.16 km/sec. 
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their mult ipl icat ions become extremely large numbers tha t are beyond the 

compute r ' s floating point . Therefore, there existed a need to increase the value 

of frequency beyond 2.13 Hertz. 

A few executions of the program for the model in figure 4.1 showed that 

when (r^kd) and {rpkd) were beyond the points about 90 and 40, respectively, 

the computa t ion developed the overflow problem. To solve this problem, the 

values 90 and 40 are defined as limit points . When [r^kd) and [r^kd] went 

beyond 90 and 40, respectively, they were limited. This Umiting did not affect 

the spec t rum of the dispersion function after this limit point. If we look at figure 

4.2, we can say tha t the velocity dispersion between 0-2.13 Hertz and between 

2.13-16 Hertz does not show any difference after the application of limitation to 

solve the compute r overflow. More applications were done, and they showed tha t 

the dispersion function can be calculated even above 16 Hertz for the model in 

figure 4 .1 . For a different layer s t ructure , it is necessary to alter the limiting 

value for (r^kd) and {r^kd), and the limit points must be defined to extend a 

frequency value wherever they are required. 

For more information, it can be mentioned tha t the computer running t ime 

( C P U t ime) is about 16666 seconds, or about 4.62 hours, for the computer 

p rogram in appendix A to calculate the dispersion function in figure 4.2 for the 

model in figure 4 .1 . If the number of layers is increased, the CPU time will also 

be increased greately. T h e C P U time can be reduced if phase velocity is 
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computed for fewer selected frequencies in the related range. The amount of 

CPU time for computation of the dispersion function of Love waves is not as 

high as for Rayleigh waves. 

The interpretation of the dispersion function in figure 4.3 can be done by 

relating figure 4.2 to the model described in figure 4.1. All normal mode curves 

approach, as an asymptote, the S velocity of 1.27 km/sec in the uppermost layer 

at higher frequencies and the S velocity of 4.43 km/sec, in bottom layer, for 

lower frequencies. Attention is drawn to those markers in each curve taking 

place at a phase velocity equal to the S velocity in one of the layers, except for 

the second marker, which occurs when the phase velocity is about 2.19 km/sec. 

The second marker is located at this position because the rate of change in the S 

velocities or the 5 velocity change is higher at the boundary between the second 

and third layers than at the other boundaries. The computation effect is 

somewhat analogous to the " marked " layer effect in refraction prospecting. 

The continental model as taken from Keller's dissertation (1973) also 

included a computation of dispersion for the fundamental mode, but Keller was 

unable to make the calculation for waves with periods shorter than about 4 

seconds. His calculation values from 4 seconds out to longer periods are shown 

in figure 4.3. The dashed line in figure 4.3 represents the extension of dispersion 

calculations made possible by the work in this thesis. 
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Figure 4.3: Fundamental dispersion curve of the model given in figure 4.1. The 
period range is 0-20 Hertz, and the phase velocity range is 1.00-4.50 km/sec. 
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The structure of the oceanic model is shown in figure 4.4, and the theoretical 

explanation of the dispersion function for a model including a liquid layer is 

derived in chapter 2. The computer program in appendix B is used to obtain the 

dispersion function for the oceanic model. 

Figure 4.5 gives the dispersion curves for the model in figure 4.4 in the 

frequency range from 0 to 20 Hertz. Before the work in this thesis, computation 

of the velocity dispersion of Rayleigh waves was fimited by computer overflow. 

The overflow problem was alleviated in computation of figure 4.5 by limiting 

values of (r^kd) and (r^kd), as was done in computing dispersion for the 

continental model. If the values of [r^kd) and {r^kd) are beyond 280 and 160, 

respectively, computer overflow makes computation of dispersion impossible for 

wave frequencies higher than about 13.33 Hertz. However, by limiting the values 

of [vakd) and (r^kd) computation can be extended. 

Figure 4.5 shows that all normal mode dispersion curves approach the 

velocity of compressional waves in water at high frequencies. If the upper layer 

was a solid, curves would approach the velocity of the shear wave in the upper 

layer as was shown in figure 4.2. The dispersion curves representing the 

considerably more simple oceanic model are much smoother than those 

representing the more complicated continental model and fail to show the 

markers indicating the changes in layer 5 velocity. 
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The structure of the oceanic model is shown in figure 4.4, and the theoretical 

explanation of the dispersion function for a model including a liquid layer is 

derived in chapter 2. The computer program in appendix B is used to obtain the 

dispersion function for the oceanic model. 

Figure 4.5 gives the dispersion curves for the model in figure 4.4 in the 
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respectively, computer overflow makes computation of dispersion impossible for 

wave frequencies higher than about 13.33 Hertz. However, by limiting the values 

of {rakd) and (r̂ Ajc?) computation can be extended. 

Figure 4.5 shows that all normal mode dispersion curves approach the 

velocity of compressional waves in water at high frequencies. If the upper layer 

was a solid, curves would approach the velocity of the shear wave in the upper 

layer as was shown in figure 4.2. The dispersion curves representing the 

considerably more simple oceanic model are much smoother than those 

representing the more complicated continental model and fail to show the 

markers indicating the changes in layer S velocity. 
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Figure 4.4: Oceanic model structure for Rayleigh waves. Taken from Shih (1985). 
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Figure 4.5: Dispersion function of the model given in figure 4.4. The frequency 
range is 0-20 Hertz, and the phase velocity range is 1.10-4.50 km/sec. 
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4.2 Love Waves 

Theoretical derivations of the dispersion function for Love waves involve only 

propagation of S waves polarized horizontally {SH). The following numerical 

solutions for phase velocity and frequency are done according to normal mode 

solutions. 

The calculation of Love wave dispersion usually does not result in computer 

overflow. However, there are values of Q' which can cause both overflow and 

underflow. The parameter Q' is defined as Q' = kr^'d and it is used to obtain 

the layer matrix Am in equation (3.22). If the value of the phase velocity is 

greater than SH velocity, there is no computer overflow or underflow limitation, 

because Q" = kvffd is a real number. If the phase velocity is less than the SH 

velocity, the parameter Q" becomes an imaginary number. As can be seen from 

equation (3.22), the definition of the layer matrix Am involves the expression of 

cos (5" and sinQ*. For an imaginary angle Q* resulting from the phase velocity 

being less than SH velocity 

cosg* = (e*'̂  -He-*'^ )/2 

or 

cos(3- = ( e ' « X l / e ' « - ) ) / 2 . 
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Obviously, the expression e*̂ * can create an overflow Hmitation when iQ' 

involves numbers beyond the computer's floating point; also the expression 

(1/e*^*) can cause computer underflow with large values of e'^\ These two 

computer problems can result from increasing the number of layers or increasing 

the frequency range. 

Computation of Love wave dispersion in the model given in figure 4.6 was 

carried out. This model is the same as the one for which Rayleigh dispersion was 

computed. 

A computer program for computing the dispersion function for Love waves is 

given in appendix C. Figure 4.7 illustrates of the dispersion curves for the model 

in figure 4.6. Experience with the computer program showed that for values of 

Q' greater than 145 and frequencies above 5.33 Hertz overflow problems 

developed. Therefore, the procedure was to keep the value of Q' under 145 

during computation of phase velocities for frequencies above 5.33 Hertz. It is 

evident in figure 4.7 that each normal mode dispersion curve approaches a phase 

velocity equal to the 5 velocity in the uppermost layer (1.27 km/sec) as was also 

true for Rayleigh waves. In addition, as in the Rayleigh wave dispersion curves, 

a marker occurs on each normal mode Love wave curve indicating the velocity of 

each layer. 
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Figure 4.6: Continental model structure for Love waves. Taken from Keller (1973). 
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Figure 4.7: Dispersion function of the model given in figure 4.6. The frequency 
range is 0-20 Hertz, and the phase velocity range is 1.20-6.00 km/sec. 
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T h e model s t ruc ture selected to i l lustrate the dispersion of Love waves in an 

oceanic model is given in figure 4.8. The water layer is not indicated in the 

model because it does not par t ic ipate in the propagat ion of Love waves. 

Otherwise , the model in figure 4.8 is the same as the oceanic model in figure 4.4. 

T h e compute r p rogram in appendix C was again used to calculate the dispersion 

of Love waves. This computa t ion is not limited by overflow because the 

pa rame te r Q' does not have values beyond the computer floating point in the 

selected frequency range. An overflow problem will develop when the frequency 

reaches the value of 115 Hertz where Q" becomes 794. However, this is far 

beyond the reasonable frequency range. 

T h e normal mode dispersion curves for the model in figure 4.8 are given in 

figure 4.9. Only two normal mode curves are observed. The first one simply 

represents the constructive interference of elastic waves in the second layer where 

d = 5km and /3 = 3.98 km/sec . Constructive interference of SH in the first 

layer of ci = 1 k m and /3 = 1.68 km/sec could be computed by going to very high 

frequencies, but these waves would not propagate well. The second normal mode 

curve has constant value of the phase velocity of 4.68 km/sec . It represents the 

elastic waves propagat ing along the interface between the second and the third 

layers. 
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Figure 4.8: Oceanic model structure for Love waves. Taken from Shih (1985). P 
wave velocities are not shown but are the same as in figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.9: Dispersion function of the model given in figure 4.8. The frequency 
range is 0-15 Hertz, and the phase velocity range is 3.00-6.00 km/sec. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis provides a computer program and describes techniques which 

make it possible, for the first time, to compute Rayleigh wave and Love wave 

dispersion for waves with periods of less than about 4 seconds. Sample 

calculations of dispersion of waves with frequencies up to 20 Hertz are given. 

The computer programs (available in appendices) can be used for any model 

without limitation from overflow or roundoff error. 

In this thesis the dispersion curves are drawn in terms of frequency, rather 

than period, as is more often done in the literature, because this presentation 

allows one to see the effects of the elastic waves in each layer (marker). However, 

the computer programs are designated so that the dispersion curves can be 

drawn in terms of either frequency or period by entering 1 for period and 2 for 

frequency. 

The sample calculations of Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion in an oceanic 

model make an explanation of Po and So waves for earthquakes possible. 

Spectral analysis of Po and So show that these signals have a frequency range of 

ghly 2-20 Hertz. Like Love waves. So waves are actually SH waves, and the 
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dispersion curves in figure 4.9 suggest that 5 , is in fact also represented by the 

curves in figure 4.9. So begins on the seismograms at about the expected arrival 

time of SN- The So amplitude increases slowly to some peak value from which it 

decays slowly to background level. The dispersion curves in figure 4.9 predict the 

arrival of high frequency waves at about SN time and, subsequently, the arrival 

of waves constructively interfering (Love waves) in the layer where /? = 3.98 

km/sec. Therefore, it appears that So is formed of Love waves. 

Figure 4.5 predicts the arrival of different frequencies at the same time; each 

is a different mode. Therefore, the dispersion curves would explain the 

observation that in Po different frequencies do arrive with the same velocity. 

However, explanation of the raise to a maximum ampHtude in the Po signal is 

less clearly understood. The most probable explanation is that coupling of 

energy in the basalt layer to energy in the mantle, because of phase velocity in 

the basalt which is equal to group velocity in the mantle, causes the increased 

amplitude in Po. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMPUTER PROGRAM OF RAYLEIGH WAVES 

FOR A CONTINENTAL MODEL 

C This program computes Rayleigh wave dispersion 

C function for a model which does not include any 

C liquid layer but solid ones! 

C Computation which will be made for an oceanic 

C model needs another program which takes care of 

C liquid layer on top! 

DIMENSION LDAS(500,500) 

REAL*16 HAT(500,500),DAX,FGS,CC 

C0MPLEX*16 RO(10),D(10),ALPHA(10),BETA(10), 

*RALPHA(10),RBETA(10),VH1(4,4,10),VH2(4,4,10), 

*VH3(4,4,10),VH4(4,4,10),AM(4,4,10),AI(4,4), 

*AT(4,4),ATT(4,4),SAP(4,4),EA(1,4),EB(1,4), 

*EBT(4,l),PT(4,4),ST(4,4),UT(4,4),APO(4,4), 

*EAT(4,1),UU(4,4),SM(4,4),FM(4,4),VH1T(4,4,10), 
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*VH2T(4,4,10),VH3T(4,4,10),VH4T(4,4,10),RA(4,4), 

*RB(4,4),RC(4,4),RD(4,4),RE(4,4),RF(4,4), 

*RG(4,4),RJ(4,4),RK(4,4),RL(4,4),RM(4,4), 

*RN(4,4),TA(4,4),TC(4,4),TE(4,4),TG(4,4), 

*TK(4,4),TM(4,4),PA(4,4),PC(4,4),PE(4,4), 

*PG(4,4),PK(4,4),PM(4,4),HA(4,4),SQ(4,4), 

*SQT(4,4),ZA(4,4),ZB(4,4),ZC(4,4),ZD(4,4), 

*ZE(4,4),ZF(4,4),ZG(4,4),ZJ(4,4),ZI(4,4), 

*ZH(4,4),ZK(4,4),ZL(4,4),ZM(4,4),ZN(4,4), 

*ZO(4,4),ZP(4,4),ZQ(4,4),ZR(4,4),SP(4,4), 

*SPT(4,4),SPTQ(4,4),SPSQ(4,4),P,Q,HOP,FOP, 

*BOT,BBOT,SA 

0PEN(UNIT=3,FILE='RAYLEIGH-C0N.0UT', 

*STATUS='NEW') 

WRITE(6,'(" Enter 1 to plot phase velocity versus period. 

Enter 2 for phase velocity versus frequency" )') 

READ(5,*) IDNO 

NN controls step widths of both frequency and phase velocity! 

NN=470 

N is the number of layers in model! 

N=6 

PI=3.141592654 
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: BOT and BBOT will be defined after first 

;; running of program. This procedure will 

!!) tell overflow point which computer can not 

U take. For the first run, it is better to 

2 pick up a small value for NN to save 

C CPU time. The second step is to assign 

C those values for BOT and BBOT as a limit 

C so that dispersion function computation 

C will not be affected by overflow with 

C increasing frequency or decreasing period 

C for used model structure! 

BOT=CMPLX(100.00+000,0.00+000) 

BBOT=CMPLX(50.00-K000,0.00+000) 

TLA=0. 

T T L A = 1 . 

SA=CMPLX(TLA,TTLA) 

C RO(j) are densities of each layer! 

RO(1)=2.10 

RO(2)=2.30 

RO(3)=2.60 

RO(4)=2.70 

RO(5)=3.00 
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RO(6)=3.30 

D(j) are layer thicknesses! 

D(l)=3.0 

D(2)=4.0 

D(3)=5.0 

D(4)=8.0 

D(5)=12.0 

ALPHA(j) are compressional wave (P) velocities! 

ALPHA(1)=2.20 

ALPHA(2)=3.30 

ALPHA(3)=5.20 

ALPHA(4)=5.80 

ALPHA(5)=6.40 

ALPHA(6)=7.80 

BETA(j) are vertically polarized shear wave (SV) velocities! 

BETA(1)=1.27 

BETA(2) = 1.91 

BETA(3)=3.00 

BETA(4)=3.35 

BETA(5)=3.52 

BETA(6)=4.43 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 
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T l and T2 are min. and max. periods, respectively! 

Tl=0.06 

T2=55. 

CT=(T2-T1)/NN 

ELSE 

Fl and F2 are min. and max. frequencies, respectively! 

F1=0. 

F2=5. 

CF=(F2-F1)/NN 

ENDIF 

DO 10 J=1,(NN+1) 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

T=Tl-h(J-l)*CT 

W=(2.*PI)/T 

ELSE 

F=Fl-h(J-l)*CF 

W=2.*PI*F 

ENDIF 

CI and C2 are min. and max. phase velocities, respectively! 

Cl = 1.70 

C2=4.16 

CP=(C2-C1)/NN 

¥^ 
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DO 20 I=1,(NN+1) 

C=Cl-h(I-l)*CP 

DK=W/C 

GAMA=2.*((BETA(N)/C)**2) 

RALPHA(N)=SQRT(1.-((C/ALPHA(N))**2)) 

RBETA(N)=SQRT(1.-((C/BETA(N))**2)) 

EA(1,1 

EA(1,2 

EA(1,3 

EA(1,4 

EB(1,1 

EB(1,2 

EB(1,3 

EB(1,4 

=0.5*GAMA 

=(-0.5*(GAMA-l.))/RALPHA(N) 

=-0.5/RO(N) 

=0.5/(RO(N)*RALPHA(N)) 

=(-0.5*(GAMA-l.))/RBETA(N) 

=0.5*GAMA 

=0.5/(RO(N)*RBETA(N)) 

=-0.5/RO(N) 

DO 140 17=1,4 

140 EBT(I7,1)=EB(1,I7) 

DO 1500 Ll = l,4 

1500 EAT(L1,1)=EA(1,L1) 

MU1=1 

DO 1510 Ll = l,4 

DO 1520 Kl= l ,4 

1520 UU(L1,K1)=EAT(L1,MU1)*EB(MU1,K1) 

nr— ^ 
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1510 CONTINUE 

DO 1530 Ll = l,4 

DO 1540 Kl = l,4 

1540 SM(L1,K1)=EBT(L1,MU1)*EA(MU1,K1) 

1530 CONTINUE 

DO 1550 Ll = l,4 

DO 1560 Kl= l ,4 

1560 FM(L1,K1)=UU(L1,K1)-SM(L1,K1) 

1550 CONTINUE 

DO 30IJ=1,(N-1) 

M=N-IJ 

SDF=REAL(BETA(M)) 

GAMA=2.*((BETA(M)/C)**2) 

HIC=REAL(ALPHA(M)) 

IF(C.GT.SDF) GO TO 5544 

RBETA(M)=SQRT(1.-((C/BETA(M))**2)) 

IF(C.GT.HIC) GO TO 5577 

RALPHA(M)=SQRT(1.-((C/ALPHA(M))**2)) 

GO TO 5566 

5544 RBETA(M)=SA*SQRT(((C/BETA(M))**2)-1.) 

IF(C.GT.HIC) GO TO 5577 

RALPHA(M)=SQRT(1.-((C/ALPHA(M))**2)) 

.^r- -rr—X 
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GO TO 5566 

5577 RALPHA(M)=SA*SQRT(((C/ALPHA(M))**2)-1.) 

5566 VH1(1,1,M)=GAMA 

VH1(2,2,M)=-(GAMA-1.) 

VH1(3,3,M)=VH1(2,2,M) 

VH1(4,4,M)=VH1(1,1,M) 

VH1(1,2,M)=-(GAMA-1.)/RALPHA(M) 

VH1(3,4,M)=-VH1(1,2,M) 

VH1(1,3,M)=-1./R0(M) 

VH1(2,4,M)=-VH1(1,3,M) 

VH1(2,1,M)=RALPHA(M)*GAMA 

VH1(4,3,M)=-VH1(2,1,M) 

VH1(1,4,M)=1./(R0(M)*RALPHA(M)) 

VH1(2,3,M)=-RALPHA(M)/R0(M) 

VH1(3,1,M)=R0(M)*GAMA*(GAMA-1.) 

VH1(4,2,M)=-VH1(3,1,M) 

VH1(3,2,M)=(-R0(M)*(GAMA-1.)*(GAMA-1.))/ 

*RALPHA(M) 

VH1(4,1,M)=R0(M)*GAMA*GAMA*RALPHA(M) 

VH2(1,1,M)=VH1(1,1,M) 

VH2(1,2,M)=-VH1(1,2,M) 

VH2(1,3,M)=VH1(1,3,M) 

^ asEa^v^ 
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VH2(1,4,M 

VH2(2,1,M 

VH2(2,2,M 

VH2(2,3,M 

VH2(2,4,M 

VH2(3,1,M 

VH2(3,2,M 

VH2(3,3,M 

VH2(3,4,M 

VH2(4,1,M 

VH2(4,2,M 

VH2(4,3,M 

VH2(4,4,M 

VH3(1,1,M 

VH3(1,2,M 

VH3(1,3,M 

VH3(1,4,M 

VH3(2,1,M 

VH3(2,2,M 

VH3(2,3,M 

VH3(2,4,M 

VH3(3,1,M 

=-VHl(l,4,M) 

=-VHl(2,l,M) 

=VH1(2,2,M) 

=-VHl(2,3,M) 

=VH1(2,4,M) 

=VH1(3,1,M) 

=-VHl(3,2,M) 

=VH1(3,3,M) 

=-VHl(3,4,M) 

=-VHl(4,l,M) 

=VH1(4,2,M) 

=-VHl(4,3,M) 

=VH1(4,4,M) 

=-(GAMA-l.) 

=GAMA*RBETA(M) 

= 1./R0(M) 

=-RBETA(M)/RO(M) 

=-(GAMA-l.)/RBETA(M) 

=GAMA 

= 1./(R0(M)*RBETA(M)) 

=-VH3(l,3,M) 

=-RO(M)*GAMA*(GAMA-l.) 

.JT^ 
y. 
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VH3(3,2,M)=RO(M)*GAMA*GAMA*RBETA(M) 

VH3(3,3,M)=VH3(2,2,M) 

VH3(3,4,M)=-VH3(1,2,M) 

VH3(4,l,M)=(-RO(M)*(GAMA-l.)*(GAMA-l.))/ 

*RBETA(M) 

VH3(4,2,M)=-VH3(3,1,M) 

VH3(4,3,M)=-VH3(2,1,M) 

VH3(4,4,M)=VH3(1,1,M) 

VH4(1,1,M)=VH3(1,1,M) 

VH4(1,2,M)=-VH3(1,2,M) 

VH4(1,3,M)=VH3(1,3,M) 

VH4(1,4,M)=-VH3(1,4,M) 

VH4(2,1,M)=-VH3(2,1,M) 

VH4(2,2,M)=VH3(2,2,M) 

VH4(2,3,M)=-VH3(2,3,M) 

VH4(2,4,M)=VH3(2,4,M) 

VH4(3,1,M)=VH3(3,1,M) 

VH4(3,2,M)=-VH3(3,2,M) 

VH4(3,3,M)=VH3(3,3,M) 

VH4(3,4,M)=-VH3(3,4,M) 

VH4(4,1,M)=-VH3(4,1,M) 

VH4(4,2,M)=VH3(4,2,M) 

^ 
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VH4(4,3,M)=-VH3(4,3,M) 

VH4(4,4,M)=VH3(4,4,M) 

DO 1460 L l= l ,4 

DO 1461 Kl= l ,4 

VH1(L1,K1,M)=(1./4.)*VH1(L1,K1,M) 

VH2(L1,K1,M)=(1./4.)*VH2(L1,K1,M) 

VH3(L1,K1,M)=(1./4.)*VH3(L1,K1,M) 

1461 VH4(L1,K1,M)=(1./4.)*VH4(L1,K1,M) 

1460 CONTINUE 

HOP=RALPHA(M)*DK*D(M) 

HHOP=REAL(HOP) 

C The command PRINT is used to find out 

C limit value of BOT. The first run of 

C program tells limit of HHOP and 

C secondly HHOP must be defined as BOT! 

C PRINT *, 'HHOP=',HHOP 

IF(C.GT.HIC) GO TO 2222 

IF(HHOP.GT.BOT) GO TO 2224 

P=EXP(HOP) 

GO TO 2228 

2224 P=EXP(BOT) 

GO TO 2228 

¥r 
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2222 P=EXP(HOP) 

2228 FOP=RBETA(M)*DK*D(M) 

FFOP=REAL(FOP) 

C The command PRINT is used to find out 

C limit value of BBOT. The first run of 

C program tells limit of FFOP and 

C secondly FFOP must be defined as BBOT! 

C PRINT *, TFOP=' ,FFOP 

IF(C.GT.SDF) GO TO 2225 

IF(FFOP.GT.BBOT) GO TO 2226 

Q=EXP(FOP) 

GO TO 2227 

2226 Q=EXP(BBOT) 

GO TO 2227 

2225 Q=EXP(FOP) 

2227 DO 1570 Ll = l,4 

DO 1580 Kl = l,4 

VH1T(K1,L1,M)=VH1(L1,K1,M) 

VH2T(K1,L1,M)=VH2(L1,K1,M) 

VH3T(K1,L1,M)=VH3(L1,K1,M) 

1580 VH4T(K1,L1,M)=VH4(L1,K1,M) 

1570 CONTINUE 

^ 
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C SDF=REAL(BETA(M)) 

C HIC=REAL(ALPHA(M)) 

C IF(C.GT.SDF.AND.C.LT.HIC) GO TO 6666 

C IF(C.GT.SDF.AND.C.GT.HIC) GO TO 6667 

DO 1590 Ll=l ,4 

DO 1600 Kl= l ,4 

RA(L1,K1)=VH1T(L1,K1,M)+VH2T(L1,K1,M) 

RB(L1,K1)=VH2(L1,K1,M)+VH1(L1,K1,M) 

RC(L1,K1)=VH3T(L1,K1,M)+VH4T(L1,K1,M) 

RD(L1,K1)=VH4(L1,K1,M)+VH3(L1,K1,M) 

RE(Ll,Kl)=(VHlT(Ll,Kl,M)-hVH3T(Ll,Kl,M))*P*Q 

RF(Ll,Kl)=VH3(Ll,Kl,M)-fVHl(Ll,Kl,M) 

RG(L1,K1)=(VH1T(L1,K1,M)+VH4T(L1,K1,M))*(P/Q) 

RJ(Ll,Kl)=VH4(Ll,Kl,M)-hVHl(Ll,Kl,M) 

RK(Ll,Kl)=(VH2T(Ll,Kl,M)-hVH3T(Ll,Kl,M))*(Q/P) 

RL(L1,K1)=VH3(L1,K1,M)+VH2(L1,K1,M) 

RM(L1,K1)=(VH2T(L1,K1,M)+VH4T(L1,K1,M))* 

*(1V(P*Q)) 

1600 RN(L1,K1)=VH4(L1,K1,M)+VH2(L1,K1,M) 

1590 CONTINUE 

DO 1610 MV=1,4 

DO 1620 L=l,4 
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TA(MV,L)=0. 

TC(MV,L)=0. 

TE(MV,L)=0. 

TG(MV,L)=0. 

TK(MV,L)=0. 

TM(MV,L)=0. 

DO 1630 K=l,4 

TA(MV,L)=TA(MV,L)+RA(MV,K)*FM(K,L) 

TC(MV,L)=TC(MV,L)+RC(MV,K)*FM(K,L) 

TE(MV,L)=TE(MV,L)+RE(MV,K)*FM(K,L) 

TG(MV,L)=TG(MV,L)+RG(MV,K)*FM(K,L) 

TK(MV,L)=TK(MV,L)+RK(MV,K)*FM(K,L) 

1630 TM(MV,L)=TM(MV,L)+RM(MV,K)*FM(K,L) 

1620 CONTINUE 

1610 CONTINUE 

DO 1640 MV=1,4 

DO 1650 L=l,4 

PA(MV,L)=0. 

PC(MV,L)=0. 

PE(MV,L)=0. 

PG(MV,L)=0. 

PK(MV,L)=0. 

^.^/ 
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PM(MV,L)=0. 

DO 1660 K=l,4 

PA(MV,L)=PA(MV,L)-F-TA(MV,K)*RB(K,L) 

PC(MV,L)=PC(MV,L)-KTC(MV,K)*RD(K,L) 

PE(MV,L)=PE(MV,L)+TE(MV,K)*RF(K,L) 

PG(MV,L)=PG(MV,L)4-TG(MV,K)*RJ(K,L) 

PK(MV,L)=PK(MV,L)+TK(MV,K)*RL(K,L) 

1660 PM(MV,L)=PM(MV,L)+TM(MV,K)*RN(K,L) 

1650 CONTINUE 

1640 CONTINUE 

DO 1670 L=l,4 

DO 1680 K=l,4 

1680 HA(L,K)=1.*(PA(L,K)+PC(L,K)+PE(L,K)+ 

*PG(L,K)+PK(L,K)-hPM(L,K)) 

1670 CONTINUE 

C6666 CALL DEFIN(M,P,Q,VH3,VH4,VH1T, VH2T,FM,VH1,VH2,HA) 

C6667 CALL DEFIL(M,P,Q,VH1,VH2,VH3,VH4,FM,HA) 

940 DO 1690 L=l,4 

DO 1700 K=l,4 

1700 FM(L,K)=HA(L,K) 

1690 CONTINUE 

30 CONTINUE 



I l l 

HAT(I,J)=HA(1,2)-DIMAG(HA(1,2)) 

FGS=HAT(I,J) 

20 CONTINUE 

10 CONTINUE 

DO 8787 I=1,NN 

DO 8787 J=1,NN 

DAX=HAT(I,J) 

IF(DAX.EQ.O.) LDAS(I,J)=1 

IF(DAX.GT.O.) LDAS(I,J)=1 

IF(DAX.LT.O.) LDAS(I,J)=2 

8787 CONTINUE 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

WRITE(3,*) T1,T2,C1,C2 

ELSE 

WRITE(3,*) F1,F2,C1,C2 

ENDIF 

WRITE(3,*) NN 

WRITE(3,5455) ((LDAS(I,J),J=1,NN),I=1,NN) 

5455 FORMAT(1X,70I1) 

STOP 

END 

SUBROUTINE DEFIN(M,P,Q,VH3,VH4,VH1T,VH2T, 

f^ X 
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*FM,VH1,VH2,HA) 

COMPLEX*16VH3(4,4,2),VH4(4,4,2),VHlT(4,4,2), 

*VH2T(4,4,2),FM(4,4),VH1(4,4,2),VH2(4,4,2), 

*HA(4,4),SQ(4,4),SQT(4,4),ZA(4,4),ZB(4,4), 

*ZC(4,4),ZD(4,4),ZE(4,4),ZF(4,4),ZG(4,4), 

*ZJ(4,4),ZI(4,4),ZH(4,4),ZK(4,4),ZL(4,4), 

*ZM(4,4),ZN(4,4),ZO(4,4),ZP(4,4),ZQ(4,4),ZR(4,4),P,Q 

D O 1000 IZ=1,4 

D O 1000 JZ=1,4 

1000 SQ(IZ,JZ)=Q*VH3(IZ,JZ,M)+(1./Q)*VH4(IZ,JZ,M) 

D O 1010 IZ=1,4 

D O 1010 JZ=1,4 

1010 SQT(JZ,IZ)=SQ(IZ,JZ) 

D O 1020 MZ=1,4 

D O 1030 IZ=1,4 

ZA(MZ,IZ)=0. 

D O 1040 JZ=1,4 

1040 ZA(MZ,IZ)=ZA(MZ,IZ)-HSQT(MZ,JZ)*FM(JZ,IZ) 

1030 CONTINUE 

1020 CONTINUE 

DO 1050 MZ=1,4 

DO 1060 IZ=1,4 

^^ 
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ZB(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 1070 JZ=1,4 

1070 ZB(MZ,IZ)=ZB(MZ,IZ)+ZA(MZ,JZ)*SQ(JZ,IZ) 

1060 CONTINUE 

1050 CONTINUE 

DO 1080 IZ=1,4 

DO 1080 JZ=1,4 

1080 ZC(IZ,JZ)=VH1T(IZ,JZ,M)+VH2T(IZ,JZ,M) 

DO 1090 MZ=1,4 

DO 2000 IZ=1,4 

ZD(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 2010 JZ=1,4 

2010 ZD(MZ,IZ)=ZD(MZ,IZ)-fZC(MZ,JZ)*FM(JZ,IZ) 

2000 CONTINUE 

1090 CONTINUE 

D O 2020 IZ=1,4 

D O 2020 JZ=1,4 

2020 ZE(IZ,JZ)=VHl(IZ,JZ,M)-hVH2(IZ,JZ,M) 

D O 2030 MZ=1,4 

D O 2040 IZ=1,4 

ZF(MZ,IZ)=0. 

D O 2050 JZ=1,4 
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2050 ZF(MZ,IZ)=ZF(MZ,IZ)+ZD(MZ,JZ)*ZE(JZ,IZ) 

2040 CONTINUE 

2030 CONTINUE 

DO 2060 IZ=1,4 

DO 2060 JZ=1,4 

2060 ZG(IZ,JZ)=VH1T(IZ,JZ,M)+SQT(IZ,JZ) 

DO 2070 MZ=1,4 

DO 2080 IZ=1,4 

ZJ(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 2090 JZ=1,4 

2090 ZJ(MZ,IZ)=ZJ(MZ,IZ)+ZG(MZ,JZ)*FM(JZ,IZ) 

2080 CONTINUE 

2070 CONTINUE 

DO 2095 IZ=1,4 

DO 2095 JZ=1,4 

2095 ZI(IZ,JZ)=VH1(IZ,JZ,M)+SQ(IZ,JZ) 

DO 3000 MZ=1,4 

DO 3010 IZ=1,4 

ZH(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 3020 JZ=1,4 

3020 ZH(MZ,IZ)=ZH(MZ,IZ)+ZJ(MZ,JZ)*ZI(JZ,IZ) 

3010 CONTINUE 

^ • • .-..a..t..,>mxxjL....i's. 
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3000 CONTINUE 

DO 3030 MZ=1,4 

DO 3040 IZ=1,4 

ZK(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 3050 JZ=1,4 

3050 ZK(MZ,IZ)=ZK(MZ,IZ)+SQT(MZ,JZ)*FM(JZ,IZ) 

3040 CONTINUE 

3030 CONTINUE 

DO 3060 MZ=1,4 

DO 3070 IZ=1,4 

ZL(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 3080 JZ=1,4 

3080 ZL(MZ,IZ)=ZL(MZ,IZ)+ZK(MZ,JZ)*SQ(JZ,IZ) 

3070 CONTINUE 

3060 CONTINUE 

DO 3090 IZ=1,4 

DO 3090 JZ=1,4 

3090 ZM(IZ,JZ)=VH2T(IZ,JZ,M)+SQT(IZ,JZ) 

DO 4000 MZ=1,4 

DO 4010 IZ=1,4 

ZN(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 4020 JZ=1,4 

yT 
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4020 ZN(MZ,IZ)=ZN(MZ,IZ)-KZM(MZ,JZ)*FM(JZ,IZ) 

4010 CONTINUE 

4000 CONTINUE 

DO 4030 IZ=1,4 

DO 4030 JZ=1,4 

4030 Z0(IZ,JZ)=VH2(IZ,JZ,M)+SQ(IZ,JZ) 

DO 4040 MZ=1,4 

DO 4050 IZ=1,4 

ZP(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 4060 JZ=1,4 

4060 ZP(MZ,IZ)=ZP(MZ,IZ)4-ZN(MZ,JZ)*Z0(JZ,IZ) 

4050 CONTINUE 

4040 CONTINUE 

DO 4070 MZ=1,4 

DO 4080 IZ=1,4 

ZQ(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 4090 JZ=1,4 

4090 ZQ(MZ,IZ)=ZQ(MZ,IZ)+SQT(MZ,JZ)*FM(JZ,IZ) 

4080 CONTINUE 

4070 CONTINUE 

DO 5000 MZ=1,4 

DO 5010 IZ=1,4 
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ZR(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 5020 JZ=1,4 

5020 ZR(MZ,IZ)=ZR(MZ,IZ)+ZQ(MZ,JZ)*SQ(JZ,IZ) 

5010 CONTINUE 

5000 CONTINUE 

DO 5030 IZ=1,4 

DO 5030 JZ=1,4 

5030 HA(IZ,JZ)=(1./4.)*(ZB(IZ,JZ)+ZF(IZ,JZ) + 

*P*(ZH(IZ,JZ)-ZL(IZ,JZ)))+((1./P)* 

*(ZN(IZ,JZ)-ZR(IZ,JZ)))) 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE DEFIL(M,P,Q,VH1,VH2,VH3,VH4,FM,HA) 

C0MPLEX*16 VH1(4,4,2),VH2(4,4,2),VH3(4,4,2), 

*VH4(4,4,2),SP(4,4),SQ(4,4),SPT(4,4),SPTQ(4,4), 

*SPSQ(4,4),TIP(4,4),FM(4,4),HA(4,4),SQT(4,4) 

DO 1400 IZ=1,4 

DO 1400 JZ=1,4 

SP(IZ,JZ)=P*VH1(IZ,JZ,M)+(1./P)*VH2(IZ,JZ,M) 

1400 SQ(IZ,JZ)=Q*VH3(IZ,JZ,M)+(1./Q)*VH4(IZ,JZ,M) 

DO 1410 IZ=1,4 

DO 1410 JZ=1,4 

^ ^ » . . ..»JJUJ_..,*..-,.^-s. 
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SPT(JZ,IZ)=SP(IZ,JZ) 

1410 SQT(JZ,IZ)=SQ(IZ,JZ) 

DO 1420 IZ=1,4 

DO 1420 JZ=1,4 

SPTQ(IZ,JZ)=SPT(IZ,JZ)+SQT(IZ,JZ) 

1420 SPSQ(IZ,JZ)=SP(IZ,JZ)+SQ(IZ,JZ) 

DO 1430 MZ=1,4 

DO 1440 IZ=1,4 

TIP(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 1450 JZ=1,4 

1450 TIP(MZ,IZ)=TIP(MZ,IZ)+SPTQ(MZ,JZ)*FM(JZ,IZ) 

1440 CONTINUE 

1430 CONTINUE 

DO 1460 MZ=1,4 

DO 1470 IZ=1,4 

HA(MZ,IZ)=0. 

DO 1480 JZ=1,4 

1480 HA(MZ,IZ)=HA(MZ,IZ)+TIP(MZ,JZ)*SPSQ(JZ,IZ) 

HA(MZ,IZ)=(1./4.)*HA(MZ,IZ) 

1470 CONTINUE 

1460 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

JT 



APPENDIX B 

COMPUTER PROGRAM OF RAYLEIGH WAVES 

FOR AN OCEANIC MODEL 

This program computes the dispersion function 

for Rayleigh waves at oceanic model! 

DIMENSION LGEC(500,500),LLGEC(500,500), 

*ALPHA(10),BETA(10) 

REAL*16 GEC(500,500),GGEC(500,500),SDD,TIS, 

*DIP,GBB,BUN,SQD,HUJ,HHUJ,BLOB,BBLOB,HIC 

C0MPLEX*16 RO(10),D(10),RALPHA(10),RBETA(10), 

*VH1(4,4,5),VH2(4,4,5),VH3(4,4,5),VH4(4,4,5), 

*AM(4,4,5),AI(4,4),AT(4,4),ATT(4,4),SAP(4,4), 

*EA(4,4),EB(4,4),EBT(4,4),PT(4,4),ST(4,4), 

*UT(4,4),APO(4,4),P,Q,XCC,XDD,*XEE,XFF,XGG, 

*GES,TOP,GAMA,SA,BOB,BBOB,BOT,BBOT,HOP,FOP 

0PEN(UNIT=3,FILE='RAYLEIGH1-0CE.0UT', 

*STATUS = 'NEW') 

119 
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OPEN(UNIT=4,FILE='RAYLEIGH2-OCE.OUT', 

*STATUS='NEW') 

WRITE(6, ' (" Enter 1 to plot phase velocity versus period. 

Enter 2 for phase velocity versus frequency" )') 

READ(5,*) IDNO 

NN is used to obtain step widths of both phase 

velocity and frequency! 

NN=494 

N is the number of layers in model! 

N=4 

PI=3.141592654 

BOT and BBOT will be defined after first 

running of program. This procedure will 

tell overflow point which computer can not 

take. For the first run, it is better to 

pick up a small value for NN to save 

CPU time. The second step is to assign 

those values for BOT and BBOT as a limit 

so that dispersion function computation 

will not be affected by overflow with 

increasing frequency or decreasing period 

for used model structure! 

^ 
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BOT=CMPLX(280.000+000,0.000+000) 

BBOT=CMPLX(160.000+000,0.000+000) 

TA=0. 

TTA=1. 

SA=CMPLX(TA,TTA) 

RO(i) are densities in each layer! 

RO(1)=1.0 

RO(2)=1.8 

RO(3)=3.1 

RO(4)=3.5 

D(i) are layer thicknesses! 

D(l)=5.0 

D(2)=1.0 

D(3)=5.0 

ALPHA(i) are compressional wave (P) velocities! 

ALPHA(1)=1.5 

ALPHA(2)=3.5 

ALPHA(3)=6.9 

ALPHA(4)=8.1 

BETA(i) are vertically polarized shear wave (SV) velocities! 

BETA(1)=0.00 

BETA(2)=1.68 
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BETA(3)=3.98 

BETA(4)=4.68 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

C T l and T2 are min. and max. periods, respectively! 

T l=0 .05 

T2=80. 

CT=(T2-T1) /NN 

ELSE 

C F l and F2 are min. and max. frequencies, respectively! 

F1=0. 

F2=10. 

CF=(F2-F1) /NN 

ENDIF 

DO 10 J=1,(NN4-1) 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

T=T1+(J -1 )*CT 

W=(2 .*PI ) /T 

ELSE 

F = F 1 + (J-1)*CF 

W = 2 . * P r F 

ENDIF 

3 Cl and C2 are min. and max. phase velocities, respectively! 
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Cl = 1.10 

C2=4.50 

CP=(C2-C1)/NN 

DO 20 I=1,(NN + 1) 

C=Cl-h(I-l)*CP 

DK=W/C 

DO 30 M=1,(N-1) 

SDD=REAL(BETA(M)) 

HIC=REAL(ALPHA(M)) 

IF(SDD.EQ.O.) GO TO 990 

GAMA=2.*((BETA(M)/C)=^*2) 

IF(C.GT.SDD) GO TO 3331 

RALPHA(M)=SQRT(1.-((C/ALPHA(M))**2)) 

RBETA(M)=SQRT(1.-((C/BETA(M))**2)) 

GO TO 3332 

3331 RBETA(M)=SA*SQRT(((C/BETA(M))**2)-1.) 

GBB=REAL(ALPHA(M)) 

IF(C.GT.GBB) GO TO 2323 

RALPHA(M)=SQRT(1.-((C/ALPHA(M))**2)) 

GO TO 3332 

2323 RALPHA(M)=SA*SQRT(((C/ALPHA(M))**2)-1.) 

3332 VH1(1,1,M) = GAMA 
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VH1(2,2,M 

VH1(3,3,M 

VH1(4,4,M 

VH1(1,2,M 

VH1(3,4,M 

VH1(1,3,M 

VH1(2,4,M 

VH1(2,1,M 

VH1(4,3,M 

VH1(1,4,M 

VH1(2,3,M 

VH1(3,1,M 

VH1(4,2,M 

VH1(3,2,M 

*RALPHA 

VH1(4,1,M 

VH2(1,1,M 

VH2(1,2,M 

VH2(1,3,M 

VH2(1,4,M 

VH2(2,1,M 

VH2(2,2,M 

=-(GAMA-l.) 

=VH1(2,2,M) 

=VH1(1,1,M) 

=-(GAMA-l.)/RALPHA(M) 

=-VHl(l,2,M) 

=-l./RO(M) 

=-VHl(l,3,M) 

=RALPHA(M)*GAMA 

=-VHl(2,l,M) 

= 1./(R0(M)*RALPHA(M)) 

=-RALPHA(M)/RO(M) 

=R0(M)*GAMA*(GAMA-1.) 

=-VHl(3,l,M) 

=(-RO(M)*(GAMA-l.)*(GAMA-l.))/ 

M) 

=RO(M)*GAMA*GAMA*RALPHA(M) 

=VH1(1,1,M) 

=-VHl(l,2,M) 

=VH1(1,3,M) 

=-VHl(l,4,M) 

=-VHl(2,l,M) 

=VH1(2,2,M) 

y^ 
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VH2(2,3,M 

VH2(2,4,M 

VH2(3,1,M 

VH2(3,2,M 

VH2(3,3,M 

VH2(3,4,M 

VH2(4,1,M 

VH2(4,2,M 

VH2(4,3,M 

VH2(4,4,M 

VH3(1,1,M 

VH3(1,2,M 

VH3(1,3,M 

VH3(1,4,M 

VH3(2,1,M 

VH3(2,2,M 

VH3(2,3,M 

VH3(2,4,M 

VH3(3,1,M 

VH3(3,2,M 

VH3(3,3,M 

VH3(3,4,M 

=-VHl(2,3,M) 

=VH1(2,4,M) 

=VH1(3,1,M) 

=-VHl(3,2,M) 

=VH1(3,3,M) 

=-VHl(3,4,M) 

=-VHl(4,l,M) 

=VH1(4,2,M) 

=-VHl(4,3,M) 

=VH1(4,4,M) 

=-(GAMA-l.) 

=GAMA*RBETA(M) 

= 1./R0(M) 

=-RBETA(M)/RO(M) 

=-(GAMA-l.)/RBETA(M) 

=GAMA 

= 1./(R0(M)*RBETA(M)) 

=-VH3(l,3,M) 

=-RO(M)*GAMA*(GAMA-l.) 

=RO(M)*GAMA*GAMA*RBETA(M) 

=VH3(2,2,M) 

=-VH3(l,2,M) 
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VH3(4,l,M)=(-RO(M)*(GAMA-l.)*(GAMA-l.))/ 

*RBETA(M) 

VH3(4 

VH3(4 

VH3(4 

VH4(1 

VH4(1 

VH4(1 

VH4(1 

VH4(2 

VH4(2 

VH4(2 

VH4(2 

VH4(3 

VH4(3 

VH4(3 

VH4(3 

VH4(4 

VH4(4 

VH4(4 

VH4(4 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

=-VH3(3,l,M) 

=-VH3(2,l,M) 

=VH3(1,1,M) 

=VH3(1,1,M) 

=-VH3(l,2,M) 

=VH3(1,3,M) 

=-VH3(l,4,M) 

=-VH3(2,l,M) 

=VH3(2,2,M) 

=-VH3(2,3,M) 

=VH3(2,4,M) 

=VH3(3,1,M) 

=-VH3(3,2,M) 

=VH3(3,3,M) 

=-VH3(3,4,M) 

=-VH3(4,l,M) 

=VH3(4,2,M) 

=-VH3(4,3,M) 

=VH3(4,4,M) 

HOP=RALPHA(M)*DK*D(M) 

j ^ 
^ff^fei^S'"^*'**" X 
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HHOP=REAL(HOP) 

C The command PRINT is used to find out 

C limit value of BOT. The first run of 

C program tells limit of HHOP and 

C secondly HHOP must be defined as BOT! 

C PRINT *, 'HHOP=',HHOP 

IF(C.GT.HIC) GO TO 2222 

IF(HHOP.GT.BOT) GO TO 2224 

P=EXP(HOP) 

GO TO 2228 

2224 P=EXP(BOT) 

GO TO 2228 

2222 P=EXP(HOP) 

2228 FOP=RBETA(M)*DK*D(M) 

FFOP=REAL(FOP) 

C The command PRINT is used to find out 

C limit value of BBOT. The first run of 

C program tells limit of FFOP and 

C secondly FFOP must be defined as BBOT! 

C PRINT *, 'FFOP = ',FFOP 

IF(C.GT.SDF) GO TO 2225 

IF(FFOP.GT.BBOT) GO TO 2226 

y^ 
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Q=EXP(FOP) 

GO TO 2227 

2226 Q=EXP(BBOT) 

GO TO 2227 

2225 Q=EXP(FOP) 

2227 DO 40 11=1,4 

DO 50 Jl=l,4 

XCC=(1./P)*VH2(I1,J1,M) 

XDD=P*VH1(I1,J1,M) 

XEE=Q*VH3(I1,J1,M) 

XFF=(1./Q)*VH4(I1,J1,M) 

XGG=1.*(XCC+XDD+XFF+XEE) 

AM(I1,J1,M)=(1./4.)*XGG 

50 CONTINUE 

40 CONTINUE 

GO TO 30 

990 GBB=REAL(ALPHA(M)) 

IF(C.GT.GBB) GO TO 5323 

RALPHA(M)=SQRT(1.-((C/ALPHA(M))**2)) 

GO TO 5332 

5323 RALPHA(M)=SA*SQRT(((C/ALPHA(M))**2)-1.) 

5332 HOP=RALPHA(M)*DK*D(M) 

y^ 
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HHOP=REAL(HOP) 

3 The command PRINT is used to find out 

3 limit value of BOT. The first run of 

C program tells limit of HHOP and 

C secondly HHOP must be defined as BOT! 

C PRINT *, '*HHOP=',HHOP 

IF(C.GT.HIC) GO TO 9222 

IF(HHOP.GT.BOT) GO TO 9224 

P=EXP(HOP) 

GO TO 9228 

9224 P=EXP(BOT) 

GO TO 9228 

9222 P=EXP(HOP) 

9228 DO 991 Ll=l ,4 

DO 991 Kl= l ,4 

VH1(L1,K1,M)=0. 

991 VH1(L1,K1,M)=0. 

VH1(1,2,M) = 1./RALPHA(M) 

VH1(1,3,M)=-1./R0(M) 

VH1(2,2,M) = 1. 

VH1(2,3,M)=-RALPHA(M)/R0(M) 

VH1(3,2,M)=-R0(M)/RALPHA(M) 

129 
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VH1(3,3,M)=1. 

VH2(1,2,M)=-1./RALPHA(M) 

VH2(l,3,M)=-l./RO(M) 

VH2(2,2,M) = 1. 

VH2(2,3,M)=RALPHA(M)/RO(M) 

VH2(3,2,M)=RO(M)/RALPHA(M) 

VH2(3,3,M) = 1. 

DO 992 Ll=l ,4 

DO 992 Kl = l,4 

VH1(L1,K1,M)=(P/2.)*VH1(L1,K1,M) 

992 VH2(L1,K1,M)=(1./(2.*P))*VH2(L1,K1,M) 

DO 993 Ll=l ,4 

DO 993 Kl = l,4 

993 AM(L1,K1,M)=VH1(L1,K1,M)+VH2(L1,K1,M) 

30 CONTINUE 

DO 60 12=1,4 

DO 60 J2=l,4 

60 AI(I2,J2)=0. 

DO 70 13=1,4 

70 AI(I3,I3)=1. 

DO 80 MS=1,(N-1) 

LM=N-MS 

y^ 
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110 

DO 90 Ml=l ,4 

DO 100 14=1,4 

AT(M1,I4)=0. 

DO 110 J4=l,4 

AT(M1,I4)=AT(M1,I4)+AI(M1,J4)*AM(J4,I4,LM) 

CONTINUE 

AP0(M1,I4)=AT(M1,I4) 

100 

90 

222 

80 

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

DO 222 NZ = 1,4 

DO 222 MZ=1,4 

AI(NZ,MZ)=AP 

CONTINUE 

RALPHA(N)=SQRT(1.-((C/ALPHA(N))**2)) 

RBETA(N)=SQRT(1.-((C/BETA(N))**2)) 

GAMA=2.*((BETA(N)/C)**2) 

EA(1,1 

EA(1,2 

EA(1,3 

EA(1,4 

EA(2,1 

EA(2,2 

:GAMA 

=0. 

=-l./RO(N) 

=0. 

=0. 

=(-GAMA + l.)/RALPHA(N) 
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EA(2,3 

EA(2,4 

EA(3,1 

EA(3,2 

EA(3,3 

EA(3,4 

EA(4,1 

EA(4,2 

EA(4,3 

EA(4,4 

=0. 

=1./(R0(N)*RALPHA(N)) 

=(-GAMA-hl.)/RBETA(N) 

=0. 

=1./(R0(N)*RBETA(N)) 

=0. 

=0. 

GAMA 

=0. 

=-l./RO(N) 

DO 994 Ml=l ,4 

DO 995 14=1,4 

UT(M1,I4)=0. 

DO 996 J4=l,4 

996 UT(M1,I4)=UT(M1,I4)+EA(M1,J4)*AT(J4,I4) 

995 CONTINUE 

994 CONTINUE 

ST(1,2 

ST(2,1 

ST(3,1 

ST(3,2 

ST(4,1 

)=0. 

)=0. 

)=0. 

)=0. 

)=0. 
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ST(4,2)=0. 

ST(1,1)=1. 

ST(2,2)=1. 

DO 997 Ml=l ,4 

DO 998 14=1,2 

PT(M1,I4)=0. 

DO 999 J4=l,4 

999 PT(M1,I4)=PT(M1,I4)+UT(M1,J4)*ST(J4,I4) 

998 CONTINUE 

997 CONTINUE 

BOB=PT(l,2)+PT(2,2) 

BBOB=PT(3,2)+PT(4,2) 

BLOB=DREAL(BOB) 

BBLOB=DREAL(BBOB) 

GEC(I,J)=BLOB 

GGEC(I,J)=BBLOB 

20 CONTINUE 

10 CONTINUE 

DO 543 I=1,NN 

DO 543 J=1,NN 

HUJ=GEC(I,J) 

IF(HUJ.GT.O.) LGEC(I,J)=1 
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IF(HUJ.LT.O.) LGEC(I,J)=2 

IF(HUJ.EQ.O.) LGEC(I,J)=1 

HHUJ=GGEC(I,J) 

IF(HHUJ.GT.O.) LLGEC(I,J)=1 

IF(HHUJ.LT.O.) LLGEC(I,J)=2 

IF(HHUJ.EQ.O.) LLGEC(I,J) = 1 

543 CONTINUE 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

WRITE(3,' 

WRITE(4,' 

ELSE 

WRITE(3,' 

WRITE(4,' 

ENDIF 

WRITE(3,' 

WRITE(4,' 

T1,T2,C1,C2 

T1,T2,C1,C2 

F1,F2,C1,C2 

F1,F2,C1,C2 

NN 

NN 

WRITE(3,3458) ((LGEC(I,J),J=1,NN),I=1,NN) 

WRITE(4,3458) ((LLGEC(I,J),J=1,NN),I=1,NN) 

3458 FORMAT(1X,70I1) 

STOP 

END 



APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER PROGRAM OF LOVE WAVES FOR 

BOTH CONTINENTAL AND OCEANIC MODELS 

C This program computes Love wave dispersion function! 

DIMENSION RRO(10),DD(10),BBETA(10),DMU(10), 

*KAM(500,500) 

REAL*8 TAM,GOR 

COMPLEX*16RBETA(10),QQ(10),SKUMA(2,2),APO(2,2), 

*SUMA(2,2),PIF(500,500),DUMA(10,10,10) 

OPEN(UNIT=20,FILE='LOVE-WAVE.OUT',STATUS='NEW') 

WRITE(6,'(" Enter 1 to plot phase velocity versus period. 

Enter 2 for phase velocity versus frequency" )') 

READ(5,*) IDNO 

C MM controls step widths of both phase velocity and frequency! 

MM=400 

C M is the number of layers in model! 

M=6 

PI=3.141592654 

135 
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y PAT will be defined after first running of 

1 program. For the first run, it is better 

Z to pick up a small MM to save CPU time. 

Z This procedure will tell limit point of 

Z PAT. The second step is to assign that 

Z value for PAT to prevent overflow! 

PAT=145. 

C RRO(j) are densities! 

RRO(1)=2.10 

RRO(2)=2.30 

RRO(3)=2.60 

RRO(4)=2.70 

RRO(5)=3.00 

RRO(6)=3.30 

C L)L)(j) are layer thicknesses! 

DD(1)=3.0 

DD(2)=4.0 

DD(3)=5.0 

DD(4)=8.0 

DD(5) = 12.0 

C BBETA(j) are horizontal shear (SH) velocities! 

BBETA(1) = 1.27 

136 
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BBETA(2)=1.91 

BBETA(3)=3.00 

BBETA(4)=3.35 

BBETA(5)=3.52 

BBETA(6)=4.43 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

TTl and TT2 are min. and majc. periods, respectively! 

TT1=0.05 

TT2=15. 

CTT=(TT2-TT1)/MM 

ELSE 

FFl and FF2 are min. and max. frequencies, respectively! 

FF1=0. 

FF2=20. 

CFF=(FF2-FF1)/MM 

ENDIF 

DO 11 J = l,(MM-f 1) 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

TT=TT1+(J-1)*CTT 

ELSE 

FF=FF1+(J-1)*CFF 

ENDIF 

y^ 
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C CCl and CC2 are min. and max. phase velocities, respectively! 

CC1 = 1.20 

CC2=6.00 

CCP=(CC2-CC1)/MM 

DO 12I=1,(MM+1) 

CC=CC1+(I-1)*CCP 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

DDK=(2.*PI)/(TT*CC) 

ELSE 

DDK=(2.*PI*FF)/CC 

ENDIF 

DO 13 IJ=1,(M-1) 

M1=M-IJ 

DMU(M1)=RR0(M1)*BBETA(M1)*BBETA(M1) 

FIR=BBETA(M1) 

IF(CC.LT.FIR) TIR=-SQRT(1.-((CC/BBETA(M1))**2)) 

SIR=0. 

IF(CC.LT.FIR) GO TO 111 

RBETA(M1)=SQRT(((CC/BBETA(M1))**2)-1.) 

GO TO 112 

111 RBETA(M1)=CMPLX(SIR,TIR) 

112 QQ(M1)=DDK*RBETA(M1)*DD(M1) 
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G0R=DIMAG(QQ(M1)) 

C The command PRINT is used to find out 

C limit value of PAT after first running. 

C The second step is to read that value 

C of GOR and to assign as PAT! 

C PRINT *, 'GOR=',GOR 

IF(GOR.EQ.O.) GO TO 555 

IF(GOR.GT.PAT) GO TO 558 

IF(GOR.LT.-PAT) GO TO 556 

GO TO 557 

555 QQ(M1)=(QQ(M1)*PI)/180. 

GO TO 557 

556 QQ(M1)=CMPLX(SIR,-PAT) 

GO TO 557 

558 QQ(M1)=CMPLX(SIR,PAT) 

557 DUMA(1,1,M1)=C0S(QQ(M1)) 

TUT=(1./DMU(M1)) 

DUMA(1,2,M1)=CMPLX(SIR,TUT)*(1./RBETA(M1))* 

*SIN(QQ(M1)) 

DAS=DMU(M1) 

DUMA(2,1,M1)=CMPLX(SIR,DAS)*RBETA(M1)*SIN(QQ(M1)) 

DUMA(2,2,M1)=C0S(QQ(M1)) 

X 
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13 CONTINUE 

DO 14 11=1,2 

DO 14 J l = l,2 

14 SUMA(I1,J1)=0. 

DO 15 12=1,2 

15 SUMA(I2,I2)=1. 

DO 16 MT=1,(M-1) 

LT=M-MT 

DO 17 Ml=l ,2 

DO 18 13=1,2 

SKUMA(M1,I3)=0. 

DO 19 J3=l,2 

SKUMA(M1,I3)=SKUMA(M1,I3)+ SUMA(M1,J3)*DUMA(J3,I3,LT) 

19 CONTINUE 

AP0(M1,I3)=SKUMA(M1,I3) 

18 CONTINUE 

17 CONTINUE 

DO 20 NZ=1,2 

DO 20 MZ=1,2 

20 SUMA(NZ,MZ)=APO(NZ,MZ) 

16 CONTINUE 

FIR=BBETA(M) 
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IF(CC.LT.FIR) TIR=-SQRT(1.-((CC/BBETA(M))**2)) 

SIR=0. 

IF(CC.LT.FIR) GO TO 113 

RBETA(M)=SQRT(((CC/BBETA(M))**2)-1.) 

GO TO 114 

113 RBETA(M)=CMPLX(SIR,TIR) 

114 DMU(M)=RRO(M)*BBETA(M)*BBETA(M) 

PIF(I,J)=SKUMA(2,1)+DMU(M)*RBETA(M)*SKUMA(1,1) 

C MTT defines the number of layer in which SH 

C velocity has the biggest value in model! 

MTT=4 

IF(CC.LT.BBETA(MTT)) GO TO 887 

TAM=REAL(PIF(I,J)) 

GO TO 889 

887 TAM=DIMAG(PIF(I,J)) 

889 IF(TAM.GT.O.) KAM(I,J)=1 

IF(TAM.LT.O.) KAM(I,J)=2 

IF(TAM.EQ.O.) KAM(I,J)=2 

DIN=0. 

12 CONTINUE 

11 CONTINUE 

IF(IDNO.EQ.l) THEN 

WRITE(20,*) TT1,TT2,CC1,CC2 

C ELSE 
WRITE(20,*) FF1,FF2,CC1,CC2 

C ENDIF 

WRITE(20,*) MM 

WRITE(20,50) ((KAM(J,I),I=1,MM),J=1,MM) 

50 FORMAT(1X,70I1) 

STOP 

END 
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